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Statistics Ind ~tltatlve methods courses Cllll be made more attractive to 

students by lIlustratlnll lIlIII1ytlc methods with elllllllples derived from the 

contemporary real world IIlId Involvtnll students In computer lIlIalysls of 

these date. AlthOUllh there are numerous data sets which mlllht be 

appropriate for such purposes, the lecturer IIlvlnll the course would need 

to splllld quite a lot of time selectlllll the -rlllht - elllllllples III'ld 

trllllsfonnlnll the data set Into a lIood teechlnll data set. 

This t •• Chlnll dIItll set hlls been developed for Introductory statistics 

courses for socioloclsts, ps),choloctsts, teachers, economists IIlId other 

socllll scientists The set Is bllsed on experiences and characteristics 

of the National Child Development Study cohort of children lIfowlnll up In 

Britllln between 1958 and 1981. 

The teachlnll set comprises a data tape and doc\DDentatlorll a booklet 

provid\na: a ceneral description of NCDSI and this book. 

The datll set covers 2000 people selected at random from the 12,537 

respondents to the survey of the NCDS cohort In 1981, and Information on 

some 32 charllcterlstlcs obtained In the course of the study. The data 

Include Information concemlnc sell, socllll class, school IIttalnments, 

physical mellsurements etc 1\ complete Ust can be found In Appendix A 

The data lire lIVailable as an SPSS-X sllVe file 



Prerace to the book 

The book covers various statlstlclll topics usually presented In 

Introductory statistics courses The topics ere descriptive statistics. 

elem.nts of probability end statlstlclll Inference. frequency tabln. 

t-test. rellresslon. enIlIysls of variance end elements of mult1verlate 

anlllysls. 

Each statistical topiC encompasses a theoretical presentation followed by 

a number of examples. Each example Includes a !IUItable SPSS-X Pro~ern. 

This structure should enable students to become familiar with statistical 

Ideas end the methods end uses of SPSS-X 

The mathematical presentation throullhout the book Is kept to as simple a 

level as possible. The book concentrates on explalnlnl basic concepts 

uslnll real world examples end on performinll statistical procedures usinll 

modem software. 

flllUfe prominently. 

Mathematical proofs and computational details do not 

Two appendices are Included AppendiX A. contains information concemlnll 

the variables Included In the data set, Appendix B. contains some 

statistical tables. The book belllns with a deSCription of the National 

Child Development Study. 

A number of persons have helped me In the preparation of this book I 

would like to thank John FOll and Ken FOllelman for their constructive 

comments and Peter Shepherd for his help with the deta. I am also 

IITatefUl to Sharon Clarke who sklllfUlly typed the DlllrlUscrlpt. 
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User Support Group end 11 nUlDber of lecturers Interested In the project. 

I em Indebted to the Cembrldae University Press for their permission to 

print extrllcts from the New ClIDlbrldae Elementary StatlstlclIl Tables by 

D.V Llndley end W.F. Scott (Appendix B. Tables B.2 B.3 and B.4). y 
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QIAP'l'EB J 

11IE HA TIONAL OIILD DEVELOPMENT SnJOY 

1.1 GENERAL 

NCDS Is a national l~tudlna1 study of all the people In Greet Brlteln 

who were born In the week 3-9 March. 1958 

It has Its orlfllns In the 1958 Perinatal Mortality SUrvey. carried out by 

the National Birthday Trust Fund In order to study fectors assodated with 

stillbirth. early death and conflenltal handlcapplnfl conditions. With the 

first follow-up. carried out by the National Children·!! Bureau In 1965. 

the focus of the study broadened to encompass social. educational end 

physical development more flenerally 

Subsequent follow-ups of the entire cohort. also by the National 

Children·s Burellll, took place at the elles of eleven. sixteen end 

twenty-three. In addition details of public elllllDlnaUon results were 

obtained from schools In 1978. IK!d there hllYe been a number of studies of 

speCial flroups from within the cohort. such as the adopted, the 

handicapped, the !lifted and the socially d1sadYantBlled. 
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1.2 MAIN STAGES OF 'mE SnJDY 

Methods of data collection for the main stalles ere !I1JIIIIDarlsed below. 

At birth (1958) 

At seven (1965) 

At eleven (1969) 

At sldeen (1974) 

At twenty-three (1981) 

Questionnaires completed by midwives from 

Interviews with the mother end medical 

records. 

Parents Interviewed by health visitors. 

Questionnaire, completed by school, 

Mediclli exlllDinaiiOlls by iocai euihoriiy mediclli 

officer. 

Educational te,t, completed by the cohort 

members. 

As at seven, with the addition of a short 

personal questlOmelre completed by the cohort 

members. 

As at seven end eleven, but with a mYch !!IOTe 

substantial peTsonal questionnaire. 

Personal Interview of cohort members, carried 

out by professional research Interviewers. 

Census-based data descrlblnll the area In which 

the cohort member was lIv1nll In 1974 and In 

1991 were also added to the database 
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It would not be appropriate to attempt here either to describe the .everal 

thousand Items of Information which are now held on each cohort member or 

to sUllllllarlse the several hundred publication. which have so far arl.en from 

the study. Further information cen be found In, for example, Davle et al 

(1972), f"ollalmen (1983), NCDS4 Research Team (1987) and Shepherd (1988). 

The data from all the above staa" have been depOSited with the ESRC Data 

Archive, end some 50 projects based on them are taklna place In this cO\.Vltry 

and overseas. There Is a NCDS User Support Group at City University which, 

In addition to encouraa!na and facllltatina use of the exlstina data, Is 

plannlna the next staae of the study which It Is hoped will take place when 

the cohort members are In their early thirties. 

1.3 RESPONSE 

A major feature of the study has been Its success In malntlllnlna the 

aoodwlll and co-operation of the cohort members and others on whose 

partiCipation the study hIIs depended. Of some 16,500 survivors since the 

Perinatal Study over 901. were traced and participated In the seven and 

eleven-year staaes. The comparable flaure at slsteen was 8n:, and the 

12,537 people Interviewed at twenty-three represented 781. of the tarset 

flaure. 

General analyses of response have demonstrated only sman biases, with a 

sUaht under-representation In later stqes of some disadventaaed aroups. 

Re-calculation of earlier analyses omlttlna later non-respondents show that 

underlyma relationships do not appear to be affected by response patterns. 
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A1thouah attempts ",ere made durlnll the school years to Include those people 

who were born In the slime week but who had entered the comtry since birth, 

the one severe bias within the study Is an mder-representatlon of ethnic 

minority IJrOUps. 

1.4 11IE NCDS TEACHING DATA SET 

The NCDS teachlnll dlltll !let provides detll for 2000 Individuals who have been 

selected II!I 11 rendom sample of the 12,537 respondents to the NCDS survey 

carried out In 1981. In IIddltlon to information taken from this survey, 

datll from the IIIIrller surveys carried out at birth, qe 7, qe 11, alle 16 

and IIlle 20 have been Included The Informlltlon Included In thl!l dllta set 

comprises only a smllll frllction of the vast amount of information avllllable 

for ellch member of the HCnS Cohort. A full lI!1t of the vllrlllbles Included 

In the tellchinll datll set I!I Illven In Appendix A 
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CHAPTER 11 

DIE DATA SET 

Information collected In an empirical study is called -data-. Data 

usually Include a series of measurements on various observed phenomena. 

We use the word measurement to represent the operation of assl8fllna nlDDbers 

to subjects, events or characteristics. Each phenomenon belnfl measured Is 

called a variable, and the basic l:A"Ilt for which measurements are taken Is 

called a case. The collection 01 all the mlonnation flathered. I.e al\ 

the variables for all the cases. Is called the data set. In our example 

we have a total 01 2000 cases taken from HCDS and for each case 32 

ihe [I_m.. oi the variabie. are pre.tilted in 

the variable list (see Appendix A) Our data set therefore Includes 

Infonnatlon on 32 variables taken for 2000 Individuals. 

2.2 DEFINING DIE DATA SET 

2.2.1 General 

Our data set Is held on 11 computer file. We need to define the way It Is 

stored on the file so that others can read It. To do thIs we need to 

specify a number of characteristics of the file such as where variables are 

stored on the fHe s.~d how. whet they ere cs!!ed end what they repre~ent. 

The data definitions we consider here are those suitable for SPSS-X. a 

software packafle commonly used by social scientists. 
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2.2.2 lb. rWlllt 

The format of the me describes the structure and position of the 

variables mid the numbers of lines per case. The data usually Include an 

additional variable called the ID number (or cee ID) which Is used u an 

Identifier 

The NCDS deta set comprises 3 record!! (lines of Information) per case. 

There are 3 lines with eleven variables on each line. Each variable 

occupies seven columns where the last two of the seven dlalts come after 

the decimal point. All the variables are numenc - that Is they contain 

onl y numbers. 

(3(11f7.2/)). 

This data set Is described by the format statement, 

As an example we can consider the data recorded for the first case· 

100 300 365700 

4310 1400 

100 17780 

1800 

19600 

100 

100 

800 

6300 

400 

4000 

6700 

100 

6976 

400 

2200 

10626 

2400 

-58 

300 

1800 

1800 

o 

The first variable Is the ID rrumber. It occupies the first seven columns 

(spaces) where the last two dlalts come after the decimal point, therefore 

Its value Is 1.00. The second variable Is SEX and It occupies the next 

seven columns, where aaaln the last two dlalts come after the decimal 

800 

9826 

9900 
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point The value of SEX Is therefore 1 00. The third variable NATlONO 

has the value 300 IIl1d the fourth one BIRTHWT has the value 3657.00. 

There are altogether 33 variables including the ID number 

2.2.3 Variable label, Md variable value, 

The names IIl!d the values variables Clll! take are called variable names IIl!d 

variable values. Sometimes information for a particular variable Is not 

available for a case. and when tillS Is the situation a special code Is 

used to Indicate that the value is missing for this variable Sometimes 

we wish to Include on printed output more detailed names of the variables 

IIl!d iheir vaiues Those deiaBed names are caiied variabie iabeis IIlld 

value labels. Consider, for example, the NCDS datll. The names of the 

variables In the NCDS Data Set are given In the variable list, IIl1d the 

vaTlable values Includmg missing values are given In the detailed 

variable list. Both lists CIll1 be found In Appendix A. For example the 

first variable has the name SEX, It·S possible values are 1 (when male) 2 

(when female) IIlld -1 (when the value Is missing), The label attached to 

tlus vlITlable IS sex of child and Its pOSSible values 1 IIIld 2 Will I(et the 

labels male IIl1d female 

2.2.4. SPSS-X system file 

The fonnat, the variable names, the missing values, the variable labels 

and vlllue labels define the data file We only need to define the data 

file once. All the Infonnatlon Clll! be saved IIl1d stored alonlll with the 

data on an SPSS-X system file One CIIl1 I(lIln access to the system file 

for different SPSS-X jobs without re-defining the data file 
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The NCDS dlltll to.ether with the dllt. file definitions are stored on 11 file 

which have been created liS an SPSS-X save file ready for you to use. 

Asswne thllt the file name Is NCDS. 

2.2.5. Prepare to nm y01ll' first job 

Once the data file Is defined we are In 11 position to run our first 

Job. In order to relld our SPSS-X system file (I.e the file NCDS) the two 

foJlowlnll commands lire used. 

FILE HANDLE NCns I FILE SPECIFICATION

GET FILE-NCns. 

Example 2.1 

Consider that we wish to dlsplllY all the data file definitions (I.e the 

names of the variables alona with their values). The SPSS-X Pro"ram Is 

displayed In job 2.1 Note that each SPSS-X prosram starts with the 

cormnand TITLE and ends with the command FINISH. 

SPSS-X PROGRAM 

TITLE "JOB 2.1" 

FILE HANDLE NCns 

GET F1L£-NCOS 

DISPLAY DICTIONARY 

FINISH 

.speclflcatlon Is specific to ellch computer and operaUna system 
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2.2.6 A lIote concemilll the SPSS-X Impace 

Each example In this book Includes en SPSS-X prOllrlllll. For each commend 

which Is used throullhout this book, an expllll\ation IIl\d exmnples are 

provided. This enables the reader to use the system. We present a brief 

description oi the structure oi the SPSS-X CODUllIll\QS. The enUre illl\llUalle 

and the full rlll\lI'e of specifications for the different commlll\ds can be 

found In the SPSS-X User's Guide upon which this section Is based. 

Every SPSS-X command begins in the first cohmlll of a new line and 

contmues for as many lines as necessary. Commlll\ds can be used for 

example, to let the data, to transform the data IIl\d to display the datL 

Procedures are commands that actually read the data and create tables IIl\d 

plots or produce various statistical analyses of the data. Each cOllllD8lld 

be.lns with a cOiTJniil,d key-word. which is follOWEd by at least onE blarik 

space and then any specification required to complete the command. Many 

specifications include subcommands. As for example. in the command 

DISPLAY DICTIONARY a VARIABLES subcommand wluch IUDlts the display to 

certam vartables can be added 

DISPLAY DICTlONARYIVARIABLES - SEX, NATIONO 

In this example, the display Is limited to the fIrst two variables in our 

variable list 

The first word of every command keyword must be spelled out In full. All 

other !lUbsequent keywords that make up the command can be truncated to a 
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minimum of three character!!. For example. the DISPLAY conunand above can 

be written In the fo11owln8 way. 

DISPLAY DICTIONARY/VAR - SEX. NATIONO 

Subconunand!! are u!!ua11y separated from each other by a !!Ia!!h. One can 

add !!paces or break lines at any point where a !!1n81e blank space Is 

aiiowed. ior exampie· around siashes. pareniheses or equlli si8fls and 

between variable names 

2.3 MORE ABOUT nu: DATA 

In chapters 3-9 the reader WIll discover how SPSS-X procedures are used to 

create tables and plots of the data and to calculate various statistics 

whIch summarise the data 

measurements 

First, we need to mtroduce different type!!l of 

2.3.1 Le\'el of measurements 

Measurements can be obtained on one of four scales The!!e are· 

(a) Nominal scale- ThIS 15 the sImplest scale In whIch no assumptIons 

are made about relatIons between values The values serve only as names 

for categories Sex of chIld (SEX) and nation at bIrth (NA TIONO) are 

example!!l In NCDS. 

(b) Ordinal scale- In this scale It I!! possible to order all the 
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catellorles. Father's social clus at child's birth (PASCO) and I do not 

like school at SIIe 16 (LIKES 16) are example!! of such !!cales In NCDS. 

(c) Interval !!cale ~ An Interval !!cale I!! an ordinal !!cale In which 

the dl!!tance between value!! I!! meanlnllful. Two example!! In NCDS are the 

d~~!l-mM test sco!'!! (DRAW?) !!nd !'!!!ldl!'-s test sco!'!! at !!Se ? (!I.EAD?). 

(d) Ratio scale ~ Thl!! I!! the mo!!t complicated !!cale. It I!! an 

Interval !!cale on which It I!! al!!o po!!!!lble to locate an ab!!olute zero 

pOint. Examples In NCDS Include chlld's helllht at 11 (HT 11) and child'!! 

welllht at birth (BIRTHWT). 

2.3,2 Types of variables 

It I!! al!!o pos!!lble to c1a!!!!lfy variable!! Into two IIrOUp!! ~ dl!!crete 

variables and contlnuou!! variables - IIccordlnll to the ranlle of result!! 

which are po!!!!lble. DI!!crete var1ables can only tllke a countable number 

of dlfferent value!!. Continuou!! varlllble!! can tllke any value Within a 

rana;e. Hlllhe!!t educlltlonal qullllflcatlon (HIGHQUAl..) and number of 

children under 21 In the family at SIIe 11 (NKIDS 11) are example!! of 

dl!!crete vllrlable!! In the NCDS data set. Child'!! helllht at age 1 1 (HT 11) 

and net eammlls per week at qe 23 (NE/lRNPW) are examples of continuous 

variable!! 
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CHAPTER III 

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS - THE FIRST STEP IN 111[ ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 

3.1. IN11IODUCTlON 

Descriptive StlltiStiCS describes the Ifroup of methods used to dlsplllY the 

dlltll This should be the prellmlnllry stllge In every anlllysls. The IIIm 

Is to point out the most Interesting or Important features of the dllta. 

In the followmg eXlIIDples we concentrate on the analysIs of slnlfle 

vllrlllbles 

3.2. TABLES 

We should belfln by countlnlf the number of times each vlllue occurs The 

table contalnlnlf the frequency with which each value occurs Is called the 

frequency distribution. 

Example 3.1 

Variables consIdered 

PASCO father's socllII class at chIld's bIrth 

The variable PASCO measures the social class of the cohort members' 

fathers In 1958 when the cohort members were bom The possible values 

are 1,2,3,4,5,6 and -1 which refer to the catelfories Professional (1), 

Intermediate (2), Skilled Non-Manual (3), Skilled Manual (4), Semi-Skilled 

(5), unskilled (6) and missing values (-1). We wish to count the number 

of Individuals who at the time of their birth had fathers In professional 

occupations, Intermediate occupations etc 
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w. may .... 0 b. Int.r •• t.d an calcul.t~ the percent... of Individual. 

whose fathers were professional. 

All the above Information can be obtained usln. the SPSS-X FREQUENCIES 

procedure. Job 3.1 alves the SPSS-X proaram for dolna thls 

spss-x PROGRAM 

TInE "JOB 3.1" 

FILE HANDLE NCDS 

GET FILE...,CDS 

FREQUENCIES VARIABLE • PASCO 

FINISH 

Job 3 1 wlll create as en output a frequency table for the variable 

PASCO The table provides the foUowlna Information for each value of 

the variable· the frequency, the percentalle, the valid percent.ae and the 

cumulative percentaae. The valid percentatre Is the percentalle out of all 

cases for which the value of the variable Is not mlsslnll. The cumulative 

percentalle for • particular value IS the !!\DD of the valid percentqes of 

that value and all other values that precede It In the table. 

final cateaory the cumulative percentaae Is always 100 percent. 

3.3. GRAPHICAL ME11fODS 

3.3.1. Inyocluctton 

For the 

The data should always be plotted In a number of different ways since e 

lot of the Information contained In the data cen often be obtained by eye. 

Graphical methods are also helpfUl for detectinll observations which are 

well removed from the main bulk of data. These, so called outllers, are 

frequently a result of errors In prlntlna, codlna or recordina 
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3.3.2. ,. chP1 

The simplest araph 15 the bar chart which displays the frequency 

distribution In bar charts bars are constructed over each value with 

lenath proportional to the frequency with which each value occurs 

hample 3.2 

Yvlables considered 

PASCO f!!ther'~ ~ocjel cle!! et chUd'~ birth. 

In SPSS-X bar charts are obtained by the FREQUENCIES procedure displayed 

In job 3.2 

SPSS-X PROGRAM 

TIn.E "JOB 3.2" 

FILE H.A_~L!: NCDS 

GET FILE-NCDS 

FREQUENCIES VARIABLES • PASCOI BARCHART 

FINISH 

One FREQUENCIES command Clm be used to pnnt the frequenCies of a number 

of vanables at the same time, as Is displayed In Example 3.3. 



Ex.mpl. 3.3 

Vadlblll CQJls!dtred 

- 1 S -

MASMOKE 

NATIONO 

LIKES16 

MATHll 

Whether mother smoked an prelllllllcy 

Nltlon It birth 

I do not like school It IlIe 16 

Mlths test score at alle 11 

The output of the SPSS-X prollrem displlyed In job 3.3 contllns frequency 

tlbles and blr chlrts for each of the variables 

SPSS-X PROGRAM 

TInE "JOB 3.3" 

FILE HANDLE NCDS 

GET F1LE-NCDS 

FREQUENCIES VARIABLES. MASMOlE. NATIONO. LlKES16. MA11flll BARCHART 

FINISH 

Tables and charts such as these can be used to mike some preliminary 

observlltlons about the dllta. 

3.3.3 Hlstol!am 

Generally for varlllbles that can take on many different vlllues It Is more 

useful, to &roup the data. First IIroup the values of the varillble Into 

non-overlllpplnll Intervllls and then count the number of clIses with values 

within ellch Intervlll A histollram Is 11 IIraph displaylnll the distribution 

of IIrooped dltL Usually In I histollram rectanllles Ire constructed over 

the Intervals with IIrelS proportional to the frequency of ellch Interval. 
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The middle of the interval Is called the midpoint .-ad 1111 vlllues within 

the Interval are considered concentrated at this point. 

SPSS-X draws 11 row of IIsterlsks over the midpoint of the interval to 

represent the frequency of the Interval. The rn.unber of uterisks Is 

proportional to the frequency. 

FlmQUENCIES procedure. 

HistoarllDls are produced by the 

Example 3.4 

Variables considered 

MATHlJ Maths test score at ase 11 

In the previous example the frequency table and bar chart for the variable 

MATHll were not very informative Here we create a histogram for the 

variable MATHl1. The SPSS-X proaram Is displayed in job 3.4. 

spss-x PROGRAM 

TI11.E "JOB 3.4·· 

FILE HANDLE NCDS 

GET FILE-NCDS 

fREQUENCIES VAK- MAntUI HISTOGRAM 

FINISH 

3.3.4 HlstoKJ'am shapes 

Histoarams come in various shllpes The most common shape Is the 

'ymmetrlc bell shape If there are more cases towards one end of the 

distribution than the other It Is called skewed, left skewed If there 
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IS a tall towards the left and nlht skewed If there IS • tall towards the 

rllht 

Example 3.5 

Variables cOD!,I4ered 

PAHT rather's hellht In Inches 

MAHT Mother's hellht In Inches 

DRAW7 

UNEMTlME 

READ16 

MATHll 

Draw-a-man score at ale 7 

Total months ever unemployed 

Readlnl comprehension test score at ale 16 

Maths test score at aie 11 

READ 11 Readln. comprehension test score at aie 11 

In order to Illustrate different shapes of a hlstoFam we consider the 

variables hsted above The followln. SPSS-X command can be used to 

print histograms for these variables end to skip the prlntina of the 

frequency table 

FREQUENCIES VAR- PAHT. MAHT. DRAW7. UNEMTIME. READI6. MAmU. 

READl1l HISTOGRAMI FORMAT- NOTABLE 

3." SUMMARY MEASURES 

3 .... 1. Genenl 

The nellt step after drBwlni up some preliminary tables and araphs Is to 

Identify some SImple measures whIch summanse the data. 

which are calculated from the data are called statistics 

Suc h summan es 

There Bre a 

number of features of the data which statistics can be used to describe 

Simple statistics usually describe one of three features' location. 

dispersion and shape 
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3.4.2.Mellw" of location 

Mellsures Indlclltinl the "centre" of 11 set of dlltll lire clllled mellsures of 

loclltion. The most commonly used mellsures of loclltion lire the mean. 

median and mode 

The mode describes the most frequent value (or vlllues). It Is not 

unique. It can be used for dlltll mellsures lit any level and Is most 

suitable for nomlnlll and ordered dlltll. 

The median describes the mid-point of the dlstrlbutlon, with hlllf of the 

observlltions numerlclllly grellter than the median and half numerically 

smaller When the number of observations Is even the mean of the two 

middle observlltlons Is tllken 115 the median vlllue The median should not 

be used for nomlnlll data 

The mean IS the IIrithmetic BYera,e Suppo!le n mellsurements hllve been 

taken on the vlIl1able under consideration we denote them by 

. x,.. The mean of the obseTYlltlons Is denoted by x: and liven 

n 
by x:- ~ Xl/n. The mean !lhould not be used for nominal or ordinal data 

i-\ 

Comments 

(1) The mean is the most Important and most frequently used mellsure of 

location. The rea!lon Iie!l In the !It atl!ltical propertie!l of the 

mean. These will be considered in the next chapter. 

(2) When the dIstribution of observlltions Is approximately symmetric 
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the mea..T\. mode !!!'le! med!!!...., w!!! be about the 5!!!!e. Th!!! wil! not be 

the clIse for skewed dlsrtlbutlons 

(3) Outllers Influence the mean but not the medlm. 

la, SPSS~X location mEasurEs arE obtained by thE FREQUENCIES ProcEcturE, 

subcOBDDlIIld STATISTICS 

Example 3.6 

Varlllbles considered 

MATH11 Mllths test score lit IIle 11 

DRAW7 Drllw-II-man score lit IIle 7 

PAHT 

UNEMTIME 

LIKES16 

Fllther's hellht In Inches 

Totlll months ever unemployed 

I do not like school lit IIle 16 

The SPSS-X prolram dlsplllyed In job 3 6 lives the mode. median and mean 

for ellch of the varlllbles 

TIn.E "JOB 3,6" 

FILE HANDLE NCDS 

GET F1LE-NCDS 

FREQUENCIES VAR- MAmJJ. DRAW7. PABT. UNEMTIME. LIKESJ61 

FORMAT- NOTABLEI 

STATISTICS- MODE. MEDIAN. MEAN 

FINISH 
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3.4.3. M ••• w •• of dl.p.nIOD 

As well as wantinll to know where the centre of the dIstribution Is It Is 

often very Important to measure how spread the data are. The most 

Important statistics for measurlnll the dlsperslon of a set of data are the 

ratllle, the Inter-quartile fat\Ile and the varIance (and Its derivative, the 

standard devIation). 

The ranlle of a set of data Is the dIfference between the largest and 

smallest observations, as In common Enllllsh 

Declles and quartiles like the medIan, break up the dIstrIbution Into a 

number of equal parts. In these cases ten and four respectively. So the 

lower quartile Is the value below which one quarter of the observations 

lie and the upper quartile Is the value above whIch one quarter of the 

observations lie. The inter-quartile ranlle Is the dIstance between the 

upper and lower quartiles. The inter-quartile ranlle measures the spread 

of the mIddle half of the observations 

The varIance Is a more sophIsticated measure of dlsperslon The varIance 

of a set of n observations X.' X2' . x" Is denoted by S~ and i'lven by 

The standard devIation Is the square root of the varIance and Is denoted 

by S. 
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C_ents 

(1) The most Important measure of dispersion Is the Yarlance (or the 

standard deviation). 

(2) The standard deYlatlon Is In the sllllle units as the observations. 

(3) The rense does not take Into account the distribution of the 

observations between the smallest and the larl(est 

(4) The range is affected by the number of observations. 

(5) The variance and standard deYiatlon are not suitable for ordinal 

data, while the rana;e and inter-quartile ranse are 

(6) None of the statistics mentioned above is suitable for nominal data. 

(7) One additional measure of dispersion is the coefficient of 

variation. This is equal to SIX. It measures the spread 

relatlYe to the mean When the data are measured on a ratio scale 

this coefficient Is Independent of the units of measurement. 

In SPSS-X dispersion statistics are obtamed by the FREQUENCIES procedure, 

STATISTICS Subcommand. The lower and upper quartiles are obtained usina; 

the PERCENTILES Subcommand 

Example 3.7 

Variables considered 

As In Elllllllple 3.6. 
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Suppoe. that we ere mtereeted m calculatmtr the folloWll1C .tatletlce. 

ranae, Inter quartile ranae, varlllltce, standard deviation, upper quartile, 

lower quartile. One CEl use the proarlllll dlsplllyed In job 3.6 but 

replaclna the flIEQUENCIES cODUDand with. 

FREQUENCIES VAR- MAntll, DRAW7, PAHT, UNEMnME, LllES161 

STATISTICS- RANGE VARIANCE STDDEVI 

PERCENTILES- 2S 7S 

3.4.4 Measures of sbape 

As a1relldy mentioned, the shape of the distribution of 11 set of 

measurements can be displayed by a hlstoaram. EXlIIDlnatlon of histoarams 

provides 111\ Indication of skewness. We Clllt also clllculllte formlll 

measures of skewness. One such measure Is Sk It Is given by 

Sk - 3(MEAN - MEDIAN)/STANDARD DEVIATION 

For a perfectly symmetrical distribution the melllt and medlllll are Identical 

and the value of Sit is zero. When the distribution Is sltewed to the left 

Sit will be neaative and when It Is sltewed to the rlaht, Sit will be 

positive In SPSS-X a measure of sltewness is calculated uSlna the 

flIEQUENCIES procedure subcommllltd STATISTICS - SItEWNESS. 

3.S MORE GRAPHS 

Earlier we suaaested that It was advantaaeous to plot the data In various 

ways We present two more Braphlcal methods for dlsplayms the 

distribution of an observed variable. The methods are - stem and leaf 

and box plots 
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3,S,1 Stem IIlCI 'ea' 
Stem end leaf plots provide a convenient way of ellllllllnlnlll the dl!ltrlbutlon 

It I!I !llmllar to a hl!ltolllram or 11 bar chart but It 

dI!lplaY!l the value!l of all the ob!lervlltion!l 

observation!l. 

Con!llder the followlnlll 20 

18, 2.0, 2 I, 2.7, 2.7, 28, 3.0, 3 I, 3.1, 32, 3.5, 3.5, 3.5, 3.6, 4.0, 

4 0, 4 2, 4 8, 4 9, 5.0. 

The !Item and leaf plot would be' 

1 8 

2 01 

2 778 

3 0112 

3 5556 

4 002 

4 89 

5 0 

The number!l to the left of the dotted line are called !Item and tho!le to 

the right are called leave!l. The plot I!I con!ltructed !l0 that every ca!le 

IS represented by a leaf In the plot above the flr!lt line repre!lents 

one case with value 1.8 while the !lecond line repre!lent!l two ca!le!l with 

values 2.0 and 2 1 The stem, 2, I!I the same for both ca!le!l while the 

leaves differ. When there are !leveral ca!les with the !lame value !I each Is 

represented by a !leparate leaf value. The Intervals end the scale of the 

plot are not fixed and cen be determined according to the data. 
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The information contained In a st.m and leaf plot Is sunUm- to the 

Information contained In a hlstolJrllDl but In a stem and leaf plot we also 

have information about observations within each Interval. In SPSS -X stem 

and leaf plot, are printed by the procedure MANOVA subcommand PLOT. 

Example 3.8 

Variables con,ldered 

BIRTHWT Child's wellJht at birth In IJrllms 

Con,lder plot ttna: blrthwellJht In the NCDS teachlnlJ data ,et. The 

characteristics of the stem and leaf plot can be lIIu,trated better If we 

take a ,mall number of cases To do this we select a random sample of 

200 cases. The commlll1d SELECT IF Is used to select cases for which the 

values of BIRTHWT Bre not mlsslnlJ The command SAMPLE 200 Is used to 

select randomly a sample of 200 out of the cases for which the value of 

BIRTHWT Is not ml"lna (there are 1827 ,uch ca,e,). The SPSS-X proaram 

which does thiS IS displayed In job 3.8. 

SPSS-x PROGRAM 

TIn.E "JOB 3.8" 

FILE HANDLE HCDS 

GET FlLE-NCDS 

SELECT IF (BIR11fWT NE -1) 

SAMPLE 200 FROM 1827 

MANOVA BIR11fWTI 

FINISH 

PLOT- STEMLEM I 

DESIGN 
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3.S.2 BOll plot 

To construct a bOll plot first draw a rectanllle whose lenllth 15 equal to 

the Inter-quartile rertlle end whose width cen be chosen arbitrarily. Then 

divide the rectenllle by 11 line which 15 locatlnll the median. Then draw 

lines to connect the rectenllle with the smallest end larllest observations. 

Smallest Lower 
Quartile 

Median Upper 
Quartile 

Larllest 

The box plot Is easy to draw and understand and IIlves a 1I00d Idea where 

the distribution centres and how spread out It 15. It 15 also helpfUl 

for comparinll several IIroups of data 

To draw a box plot In SPSS-X use the MANOVA procedure with subcommand 

PLOT 

Example 3.9 

Variables considered 

READ11 Readlnll comprehension test at alle 11 

SEX Sex of child 

In this example we shall draw box plots for the reading test scores at alle 

11 The SPSS-X program In Job 3 9 IIlve, two box plot!!, one for girls and 

one for boys. 



SPSS-X PROGRAM 

TInE "JOB 3.9" 

FILE HANDLE NCIIS 

GET FlLE-NCIIS 

MANOVA READll BY SEX (1.2)1 

PLOT- BOXPLOTSI 

DESIGN 

FINISH 
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3.5.3 A note concemlnl outllers 

The different methods of descriptive statistics. especially the graphical 

ones are most helpful for detecting outllers. When an outlier Is 

detected. It should be compared (If possible) with the original records. 

When rejectma: an outlier It can be removed or replaced by another value. 

for example the meen or the next (arllest (or smallest) observation. 

Another pOSSibility 15 for a particular analY!ll!l to u!le only the middle 

half of the observations. This Is done by trlmmlnll one quarter of the 

ob!lervatlons from each end (so that the outhers are removed) For 

example. an average calculated on the basis of those observations Is 

called a 2 S1. trmuned mean 

also possible. 

Other dellrees of tnmmmg are, of course, 
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3.6 EXERCISE 

In the followlns chapters we shllll apply more advanced statistical methods 

to the followlnS varlablesl- Social class of current job at lIKe 23 

(CURRSOC), Number of children under 21 In the family at lIKe 11 (NKIDS11), 

Readlna comprehension test score at lIKe 16 (READ 16), I do not like school 

at lIKe 16 (LIKES 16), Net eamlnss per week (from main Job) at lIKe 23 

(NEARNPW) and Child's welsht at birth In srams (BIRTHWT). Readers are 

therefore advised to use the descriptive statistics outlined In this 

chapter to Investlsate the distributions of these variables 

1. Display the data on each variable In any way you find helpful and 

mformatlve 

2. ClIlculate measures of location and measures for spread 

3. Make some observational conunents on any feature worth mentlonlns. 
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CHArn:R IV 

INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICAL INFERENCE 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Statisticians are frequently concerned with mllkln8 statistical inferences 

concernlnll a population on the basis of partial information. This 

partial Information Is provided by drawlnll sllDlples from the population. 

The data from the sample IS used to deduce or lIeneraUze about the 

population from which the sllDlple was drawn. 

Statistical Inference may be divided Into two major areas. estimation and 

tests of hypotheses. In estimation a statistical Inference Is made 

concernlnll an unknown population parllDleter. EXlIDlples would be 

estimatinll the proportion of voters favourlnll a specific party In a 

forthcomlnll election, or estimating the mean weekly Income of younll 

British males. SlIDlple data Is used to estimate the parlllDeters of 

Interest. 

procedure 

hypothesis 

In tests of hypotheses we construct a decision maltlnll 

which leads us to accept or reject a certaln clalm or 

concernlnll a population For eXlIDlple. a researcher mlllht be 

required to decide on the basis of experimental result!! whether a new 

teachlnll method Is superior to the one belnll used. or to decide. on the 

basis of sllDlple data, whether lIender and Income are related to each other. 

Estimation and test!! of hypotheses are discussed In this chapter. but 

first some baSIC statistical notions are required. Random variables, the 
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normal distribution and elementary theory of sampllnc distribution are 

presented In the first sections of thls chapter. 

4.2 RANDOM VARIABLES 

Most statistical Ideas are based on probability theory. Thls explains In 

mathamatlcal terms the pattern of observations In the real world. For 

example, suppose we toss a coin 3 times and are Interested In the number 

of times a tall occurs. The number of tails would be denoted by a 

capital X IIlld Is IIll example of a discrete rlllldom variable. X Cllll take 

lIlly one of the followlntl values 0,1,2,3 Probability theory can be used 

to calculate the probability that the random variable, X. will assume lIlly 

of these values. A discrete random van able takes on various values with 

various probabilities IIlld the list of all the possible values together 

with their correspondlntl probabilities Is called the probability 

distribution of X 

SUppose now that we select randomly one student from a lartle class end 

record his heltlht If we denote the heltlht of the chosen student as X. 

then X Is now a continuous .-.ndom variable A continuous rendom variable 

Cllll assume any value within a desltrnated rlllltle of values. For B 

continuous random variable one cannot specify ID adYlIllce all possible 

values of the variable with correspondlntl probabilities. However, the 

distribution of such rlllldom variables can be defined by mathematical 

formulae or by curves on a tlraph. The curves are such that areas under 

different sections of the curve represent probabilitIes. 

The distributions of Individual TIIl\dom variables can often be 

characterized by Just two parameters, the mean and the variance. 
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Th. m.... r.pr ••• nts the centre while the vari ... ce r.pr.sents the 

dlspersion. 

4.3 nu: NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 

The most Important continuous dlstrlbutlon In statistics Is the normal 

dlstributlon. Its .rapt!. clllled the normal curve. has a bell shape that 

describes many sets of data that occur In nature. 

The normal distribution Is symmetric. and the mean which Is equal to the 

medlan Is denoted by 11. The variance of the normal dlstribution Is 

denoted by al. and a Is the standard deviation. The exact shape of the 

dlstributlon Is defined by the two parameters 11 and a. The location 

centre Is determined by 11 while the shape depends on a. The lar.er 0 

is, the more !lpr.ad the dlstrlbutlon will be Whatever the vlllues of 

11 and o. the normlll dl!ltributlon I!I !lUch that appro:llmately one out of 

3 ob!lervatlon!l will lie more than one !ltandard deviation llWay from the 

mean and only one In twenty will lie more than 2 !ltandard devlation!l from 

the melln. To denote a random variable, X, which follow!l the normal 

di!ltribution with parameters 11 and a we write X I!I N(IJ, al). 

The !limp le !It of the normlll dlstributlon!l Is the !ltandard normal 

dl!ltributlon In which 11 • 0 and a • 1. The dl!ltrlbutlon I!I tabulated 

and probabllltle!l related to the ob!lerved value of a random variable 

distributed as N(O.ll can be calculated from these tables. 

Bre .Iven in Appendix B (Table B. J). 

The tables 
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Every random verleble. X. havtns a normal distribution N~ 02] can be 

transformed Into a random variable. Z. havln, the standard normal 

distribution I.e. N(O.l). The transformation Is I(Iven by. 

Example 4.1 

x - 11 
Z· d 

Variables considered 

READ 11 Readinl comprehension test score at ale 11 

MAHT Mother's hellht In Inches 

SEX Sell of child 

BIRTHWT Child's wellht at birth In Irams 

In the previous chapter we showed the reader how to plot the frequency 

dlstrlbutloruJ of the variables READ 11, MAHT and BIRTHWT (for females), 

The h1sto,rams of each of these variables look bell shaped. Now let us 

use the SPSS-X HISTOGRAMS • NORMAL subcommand to print a superimposed 

normal distribution on the h1stolram. The computer will choose the 

normal distribution with the same mean and varllll'lCe as was calculated from 

the observations of each of these vartables. The SPSS-X prolram for 

dolnl this Is displayed In job 4,1. 



spss-x PROGRAM 

TIn.E "JOB ".1" 

FILE HANDLE NCDS 

GET FILE~CDS 
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FREQUENCIES VARIABLES- READll, MAHT I HISTOGRAM- NORMAL 

SELECT IF (SEX EQ 2) 

FREQUENCIES VARIABLES- BIRnfWT I HISTOGRAM- NORMAL 

FINISH 

..... SAMPLES AND POPULATIONS 

The universe of objects or people to be studied Is called the population. 

Observations are usually based on a sample drawn from the total 

population. Statistical Inference Is concerned with maldn" Inferences 

about the population on the basis of observations made on a sample drawn 

from the population. To do so successfully we need the sample to reflect 

well the Important characteristics of the population. Random samples are 

one type of slIIIIple which statisticians araue are representative of the 

populations from wluch they are drawn. In a random sample, whenever an 

observation Is drawn every individUal In the population Is as likely as 

any other individUal to be chosen. 

As already indicated the most Important characteristics of population 

distributions are the mean and the variance We would therefore like to 

be able to make Inferences about the population mellll IIlId variance on the 

basis of Information obtained from a sample The sample statistics 

provide estimates of the unknown population values. It Is Importllllt to 

distinguish between the population values, called parllllleters, which are 
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filled characteristics of the population and sample estimates which will 

vary from sample to sample accordlnll to which !let of observation!l were 

selected for the slllDple. 

The mean of the population I!I usually denoted by 11 while the !lample mean 

Is denoted by X The variance of the population Is denoted by o~ while 

the sample variance Is denoted by 52. 

4.5 11IE SAMPLING DISTRIBUTION OF X 

Sample estimates of population parameters vary from sample to sample and 

are therefore random variables and have distributions The distribution 

of a statistic Is called the sampllnll distribUtion. We shall now 

describe the sampllnll distribution of X when a random sample of !llze n Is 

drawn from a population With mean 11 and vanance 0 2• 

4.5.1 Location. spread and shape 

The mean and variance of the !lampllng distribution are It!! two mO!lt 

It ca..f1 be !hown that the mean !~ 4!qt..!e! to ~ 

while the varumce I!I equal to 02/n The standard devlahon IS o/..jil The 

standard deviation Is also called the standard error The standard error 

gives a measure of the distribution of deViations between the parameter 

11 and It s e!ltlmate X 1\5 the sample size Increases 50 the standard 

error gets smaller and we can be more confident of havmg an eshmate of 

the mean of the population that IS not very far from the true mean. 
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It cen also be shown that If the population distribution Is nOnDal then 

the sampllnll distribution of X Is also nonnal, Even when samples are 

taken from non-nonDal populatlons the sampllnll distribution of i Is stili 

nonnal If the samples are larlle, 

called the central limit theorem, 

The theory on which this Is based Is 

To summarize, when a random sample of size n Is taken, the sample mean X 

fluctuates around the population mean 11 with standard deviation o/./fi, As 

n Increases the distribution of X concentrates more and more around 11 

and It's shape resembles more and more the nOnDal curve 

Example 4.2 

Variables considered 

MAHT 

ATTEN16 

Mother's height In Inches 

Child's school attendance at age 16 

An examination of the distribution of each of these variables reveals that 

MAHT has a bell shaped distribution With mean 6344 Inches and a standard 

deViation of 2.48 Inches ATTEN16 has a very skewed distribution With 

mean 88 94 percent and standard deViation of 14.98 percent. 

the population consists of the cases In our data set. 

Assume that 

We will now draw random s8/llples from our population and examine the 

sampling distribution of the means, The SPSS-X prolram displayed In job 

4 2 draws two samples, one of size 5 and one of 40 For each sample the 
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'lIIIIple me~ for each variable Is printed. One cen run this proFIIIII say 

30 times In order to lIenerate 30 estimates of the popullltlon mean for ellch 

variable. for each slllllple size. One CIll1 then calculate the meen for each 

set of 30 estlmlltes and the standard devllltlon and can plot the estlmlltes 

In a hlstollrlllll. The results cen then be compared with the theory about 

the sampllnl' distribution of X presented IIbove. 

The TEMPORARY commend slanals thllt the elIcluslon of the clIses with mlsslnl' 

values and the sampllnl' are In effect only for the next F1!EQUENCIES 

procedure. The SET SEED coounand sets the startlnl' point for the SPSS-X 

random number I'enerlltor. If the same seed number Is used for ellch run 

the computer will l'eneTllte the slllDe sequence of numbers end will select 

the same sample. 

ellch run 

SPSS-X PROGRAM 

TInE "JOB 4.2·· 

FILE HANDLE NCDS 

GET FILE-HCDS 

SET SEED- 123456 

TEMPORARY 

Therefore the seed should be chanlled lit the stllrt of 

SELECT IF (MAHT NE -1) 

SAMPLE 5 FROM 1814 

FREQUENCIES VAR- MAHTI FORMAT- NOTABLEI STATISTICS- MEAN 

TEMPORARY 

SELECT IF (MAHT NE -1) 

SAMPLE 40 FROM 1814 

FREQUENCIES VAR- MAHTI FORMAT- NOTABLEI STATISTICS- MEAN 
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TEMPORARY 

SELECT IF (ATTEN16 NE -1 AND ATTEN16 NE -2) 

SAMPLE 5 FROM 1546 

FREQUENCIES VAR- ATTEN161 FORMAT- NOTABLEI STATISTICS- MEAN 

TEMPORARY 

SELECT IF (ATTEN16 NE -1 AND ATTEN16 NE -2) 

SAMPLE 40 FROM 1546 

FREQUENCIES VAR- ATTEN161 FORMAT- NOTABLEI STATISTICS- MEAN 

FINISH 

4.6 ESTIMATION 

4.6.1 Estbpates lid estimators 

The sample Information can be used to estimate population parameters. We 

dIstinguish between an estimator and an estimate An estimator is a rule 

that tells us how to determine from any nmple a numerlcl!l vl!lue to 

estimate a certain population parlllDeter, while an estimate Is the actul!l 

numerical vl!lue obtl!lned from a particular sample 

Suppose that In order to estimate the m.an hel_ht of students In a certain 

class we select a rlllldom sample of 10 students from this class. The 

sample mean, X, Is an IntuItive estimator for the population mean, IL 

The sample mellll X Is an estimator and Is a random variable that can take 

on different values from sample to slllDple. The estimate is the numerical 

value obtl!lned from one particular sample. Since an estimator Is a 

random variable It·s sampllll8 dlstribution should be considered. 
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1,6,2 "Good" "tlmators 

The ,ample mean. X, I, not the only possible e,tlmator for lis the 

popullltlon mean. The ,emple medilll! or the 8Yerqe of the ,mlllle,t and 

lartle,t ob,ervlltion, lire 111'0 possible e,tlmlltor,. 

We choose estlmlltors thllt heve -tlood- properties. The followln. two 

propertle, lire con,ldered as de,lrable properties for a ·Ilood" e,tlmator. 

a) Althouah the estimator value varle, from semple to ,ample, on averqe, 

It·, value 'hould be equal to the value of the parameter belnll e,tlmated. 

Such an estimlltor Is clllled an unblllsed estimlltor. 

b) It I, not very helpful for an estimator to be correct ·on averqe- If 

It f1uctulltes widely from 5IIlDple to sample Therefore the samplln. 

distribution of an estimlltor should be concentrllted close to the true 

value of the pBrllIDeter. This Implies an estlmlltor with 11 small variance. 

An estimlltor which hll' the 5IJIalle,t variance amonll those that are unblll,ed 

Is called a minimum variance unblllsed e,tlmator 

It can be shown thllt when 11 random sample I, taken from 11 popullltion which 

Is normally distributed, the sample mean and slllDple vllrlllllce Bre mlrumum 

vllrlllllce unblBsed estlmlltors for the popullltlon mean iIlld variance 

respective) y 

ElIample 1.3 

This example I, Ill! extension of exemple 4.2. 
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variables cODslder.d 

HAMT Mother's helllht In Inches 

ATTEN16 Child's school .ttendanc. .t 'lIe 16. 

The parlllDeter of Interest. In each cas.. Is th. population mean. Three 

estimators 111"' consld.reciJ the sampl. m.an, the sampl. median and the 

sample averall' between the smallest and larllest observations. Job 4.2 

CIUl b. U!led .fter repl.clns th. STATISTICS Subcommand with the followln. 

STATISTICS- MEAN. MEDIAN, MINIMUM, MAXIMUM. The samplln. distribution of 

each ~tat!~t!c can then be con~ldered 

1.6,3 Confldenc. limit, 

The estimators considered so far In this section are point estimators but 

frequently we lire Interested In estlmlltlnll Intervals. 

Suppose that a random sample of size n HI tllken from a population which Is 

normally dlstrtbuted with mean 11 and vartance ol We learned earlier 

that the sampllna: distribution of the .ample mean, i. I. normal with mean 

X-II 
Th.refore o/..ji'i follows the standard normal 

distributIon 

A characteristic of the standard normal distribution is that 681. of the 

population lies between -I IUld +1 and 951. of the population lies between 

-196 and +196 We can, therefore, write 

jh 
Prob.(-1.96 < o/..ji'i < 1.96) - 0.95 or, 

Prob eX - 1 961 < 11 < X + 1.96lfJ - 0 95 
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We say that we are 951. certain that 11 Is between i -1 9601 <1ft and 

if + 1.960/<lft and we call this Interval a 951. confidence Interval. 

A confidence Interval should be Interpreted In the followlnll way. If we 

select different semples and from each sample we produce such an Interval, 

then In the lonll nrI about 951. of our Intervals would Include the true 

mean. 

When the population distribution Is non normal but the sample size Is 

larlle this result allaln tends to be true 

The confidence Interval for the mean presented In this section Is a 

function of the vartance 0 2 which IS usually unknown. Constructing a 

confidence Interval for the mean when the variance Is unknown and 

constructinll confidence mtervals for other parlllDeters is al50 possible. 

Nevertheless since the topic of confidence Intervals Is closely related to 

the topic of hypothesis testlnll we w\Jl not develop it further In this 

section 

Example 4.4 

This elIample Is an extension of example 1.2. 

Variables Considered 

MAHT Mother·s helllht In Inches 

ATTEN16 Chlld·s school ettendance at Bile 16 
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The output of Job 42 cm be u .. d to calculated a 951. confidence interval 

for 110 for each of the slllllples selected. Then the proportions of those 

intervals which include the value of 11 cm be calculated. 

4.7 1ESTING HYP011lESES 

4.7.1 Geaer,1 

The seneral Idea underlyins hypothesis testins Is that we besln with a 

desl~ted (hypothesised) value for a population parameter, such lIS the 

POpullltlon meen, and then we test whether the sllD\ple data lire consistent 

with the hypothesised value. The sllDlple estimllte of the population 

pllrameter Is compllred with the hypothesized parameter and conclusions are 

drawn. 

Assume that the population distribution Is normal with mean 11 which Is 

unknown and standard deviation a wluch Is known. Further aSSUlle that we 

heve taken a random slllDple of n observatlon!l denoted by XI' X:zo ., x". The 

sample mean Is denoted by X From the a!l!llDDption It follows that the 

sllIllplins dlstnbution of X IS N(1Io o:Z/n) 

4.7.2 Four steps 

The procedure of hypothesis testins can be divide Into four steps: 

Step !.Formulllte the hypotheses 

The problem Is presented liS 11 decision problem between two rival 

possibilities called hypotheses. The null hypothesis Is denoted by Ho 

and the alternative hypothesis I!I denoted by HI. The two possibilities 
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sre, for exsmp!e, either that ~ !5 equal to des!cr.eted ve!ue 

11 Is larler than 110' We can write thls as. 

11 or t.h __ t 
"0 

We assume that the null hypothesis Is true unless the data Indicate 

otherwise. The burden of proof Is always on the alternative hypothesis. 

Step 2.Select a test statistic and. calculat.e its observed valUe 

We need to select !I test statistic which will be used to Indicate 

departures from the null hypothesis In the case of :it and 110 It seems 

reasonabie to base our test on the difference between X and 110' Since 

the standard error of X Is 11 lood measure of the dispersion of the sample 

mean around the population mean. a Ilood test statistic Is· 

X-liD 

Cl/olii 

What can we say about this test statistic? If the null hypothesis Is 

true, then as we showed In the previous section, the sampUnll distribution 

The test statistic will consequently follow the 

standard normal distribUtion In this case the observed value of the 

~taU!lUc based on O'.Jf sample of data 1s equivalent to a..'l obsar-lation from 

the standard normal distribution 
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Step 3.Calculete the P-value 

We now want to calculate how likely or unlikely the observed value of the 

statistic Is, If the null hypothesis Is really true. We do this by 

calculatlnll the probability of lIettln8 a result which Is as extreme, or 

more extreme, than the one obtained. This probability Is called the 

P-VaJiJe. In our example we eajew&te the probability tnat ii random 

variable which has the N(O,ll distribution IIssumes a value which Is IIITller 

or equal to the observed value. The probllblllty Is calculllted 

uslnll tables for the standllrd normal distribution. A small P -vlllue 

Indiclltes thllt the observed vlllue of the stlltlStlC Is unlikely If Ho Is 

true 

Step 4.Declslon mllklnll 

The decision Is bllsed on the P-value, where ·smllll- P-values Indicate thllt 

Ho does not seem to hold. We usually establish 11 clear criterion liS to 

what Is -small- before we formulllte our hypotheses In step 1. The 

cut -off point we set Is called the slanlflcance level and Is denoted by 

o. Alpha Is usulllly set to be either 0.0 I or 0.05 The decision 15 

made by comparlnll the P -value and o. If the P-value 15 smaller or equal 

to 0 then we reject the null hypotheSiS. 

o we do not reject the null hypotheSiS. 

If the P-velue IS laTller than 

4.7.3 General comments 

Cl J The procedure described above Is called a significance test. If the 

P-vlllue Is less than 5 percent, for ezample, we say thllt the result Is 

significant at the 5 percent level. This statistical use of the word 

"slanlflcant M should not be mistaken for common usalle of the word to mean 
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"1IIrlle" or "Important". It means thllt the differences observed lire 

unlikely to have been observed by chmce If the null hypothesis Is true. 

(2) StatisticlIl sl811lflcance tests cannot be used to prove beyond any 

doubt that a particular hypothe!l! 1!s true! or falsee When the P=valuC! Is 

small the dlltll IIppellr to be Inconsistent with the null hypothesis and we 

will tend to reject It. But there Is stili 11 smllll chance thllt It Is true. 

(3) When the P-value Is IlIrlle we do not reject the null hypothesis. We 

must recosnlse however thllt In thiS case either the null hypothesis Is 

true, that I!I 11 - 110' or 11 " 110 but we lire unable to detect It The 

llltter sltulltion could IIrl!le when the !lample I!I small or when 11 I!I only 11 

little IIrellter than 110 If the !lample !llze I!I !lmall, the varlllblll t y In 

X Is lllrlle and even lllrlle differences between X and 110 mllY not lead us to 

reject Ho-

(4) The procedure Is Similar when the IIlternlltlve hypothesis Is 

formulated differently I e. HI' 11 ~ 110' In thl!l case the test stlltlstic 

Is the same but the P-value Is clllculllted slightly differently. The 

P-vlllue Is the probllblllty of gettlnll 11 result which Is as extreme or more 

than the one obtlllned In this clIse extreme means both lower and hlllher 

and we clllculllte liS follows. 

P-vlllue- Prob (Z "Iobserved value!l + Prob.(Z < -Iobserved value!l 
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Where Z d.not.. a rendom vllrlabl. hevmtr a .tendard normal dl.tTlbutlon. 

This cllse 15 called a two-tailed test while the cases when HI • 11 :> 110 or 

when HI • 11 < 110 are called one-tailed tests. 

(5) We betran by ilSswnlna that the population dlstrtbutlon Is normal. In 

cases where the distribution IS non-normal but the slllDple size Is lartre 

enoutrh we can stili use the method described. Accordlntr to the c.ntral 

limit theorem the sampllnll distribution of X will be approximately normal. 

Example 4.S 

In the period after the Second World War It was assumed that the mean 

birth weight 01 female babies was 3255 Irrams with a standard deviation of 

495 grams. Researchers assumed that the mean wellrht Increased as a result 

of the Improvements In economic conditions In the late flltles. We can 

use the NCDS data to test this. Let 11 be the population mean of 

females' blrthwellrhts In the late Ilftles. We aS5wne 0 - 495 and we set 

a - 57: 

Step 1. The null and alternative hypotheses are 

Ho' 11 - 3255 

HI' 11 :> 3255 

Step 2. The test statistic is x - 3255 
495/-1922 
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From the sllmple data we find X • 3285 12 and n • 922. Consequently the 

observed value of the statistic 15 1 85. 

Step 3.P-value, P-value • P(Z > 1.85) • 0.032 

Step 4.Since the P-value I!I 0.032, we decide to reject the null 

hypothesi!l and to conclude that the mean blrthweillht 15 slanlflcantly 

laTller than 3255 FIIm!l 

4.8 THE t-DISTRIBUTION 

In the previous section we indicated how we would compare the mean of the 

sllmple with a hypothesised mean of the population. The test !ltatistic 

x - 11 
was o/../i'i 0 and, under the assumption that the sampllna distribution of X 

was N(II, 02/n), Cllll be shown to be dlstnbuted accordlna to the standard 

normal distribution. 

In this section we describe how to proceed when 0 15 unknown. We use 

the slime statistic but replace 0 by the sllmple stlllldard deviation S. 

x - 11 
The resultlna statistic S/../i'i q does not however follow the standard normal 

distribution It follows a distribUtion which 15 somewhat more spread 

out than the normal distribution. called the t-dlstrlbutlon The 

t-dlstrlbutlon Is symmetriC with mellll zero and depends on a parllmeter 

called degrees of freedom This 15 the denominator In the calculation of 
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S Since 

s -

the dearees of freedom are n - 1. The number of de.ren of freedom 

Indicates the number of values that are free to vary In a nmdom sample. 

For iar.e value!! of degrees of freedom the t -distribution tends towards 

the stlllldard normal distribution Tables for the t -distribution are 

.Iven In Appendix B (Table B.2). When testlna hypotheses concemlna the 

population mellll when the variance Is unknown the test statistic Is 

t -
x - 11 o 

S/.jfi 

end the P -value IS calculated uSing the tables for t -distributIon. 

4.9 A NOTE CONCERNING DEGREES OF FREEDOM 

The term 'decrees of freedom' (<1.f.) will occur frequently In the 

following chapters. The decrees of freedom refer to the number of 

Independent observations In a set. Suppose you know thllt the sum of 3 

numbers is iOO and you are asked io choose ihe 3 numbers, 'Iou may choose 

only two of the numbers end therefore you have only 2 decrees of 

freedom. When you choose 3 numbers with no restriction you Cllll choose 

all the 3 numbers end therefore hllYe 3 decrees of freedom. 

When computms the Yarlence, after the melll'l Is filled, there are only n - 1 

desrees of freedom associated with the values of numbers used to compute 

the varience. This ~mne number !!! e150 the number of delrees of freedom 

assOCIated with the estimated stendard deviation and with the 

t -distribUtion used for testlnc hypotheses concern1nc the mean. 
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4.10 011lER CONTINUOUS DISllUBUTIONS 

In later chapters two other continuous distributions are mentioned, the 

chi-square distribution IIl1d the F- distribution 

The chi-square, denoted ')(2, distribution IS not symmetrical but Is 

positively slr.ewed. The distribution depends on one parameter called 

dellrees of freedom For large values of dellrees of freedom the 

distribution tends towards the normal distribution. 

distribution are Illven in AppendiX B (Table B.3). 

Tables of this 

The F-dlstrlbution depends on two parameters, denoted by VI and V:z, both 

called degrees of freedom. The distribution Is not symmetrical and a few 

percentile pOints of the distribution are Illven In Appendix B (Table B 4). 

4.11 EXERCISE 

Consider the two estimators for the population varllll1ce - the sample 

varllll1ce IIl1d the sample rlll1ge. The variables under consideration are 

MAliT IIl1d ATTEN16. Use a similar job to job 4.2 to Investigate the 

sampllnll distribution of the two sUllllested estimators. 
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CHAPTER V 

n:sTING TIlE DIFFERENCE BE'lWEEN TIlE MEANS OF TWO POPULATIONS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Often we do not want to te~t whether 11 ~lIIDple I~ drllllln from 11 popullltlon 

with 11 alven mean but Instelld we want to compllTe the mean~ of two 

popullltlons. For eXllmple we mlsht wish to know whether boys and alrls 

differ In tenns of school at tlllnment 

Usulllly the ~lImple observlltlons provide the bllsls for decl~lon whether or 

not there Is a difference between the means of two popullltlons. In ttus 

chllpter we present 11 method for testlns equality between two population 

means for vllrlllbles measured on mteTVlI1 or rlltlo scales 

5.2 ASSUMPTIONS 

Let us first consider the situation when the populatlons belna complITed 

hllve the Slime varlances and we lire Interested In comparlns their means on 

the bllsls of random samples of sizes nl and n2 from the two populatlons 

We can express our assumptions liS 

(i j population one is nonnaiiy dlsirlbuted with mean 111 and standard 

deviation 0, popullltton two IS normlllly dlstnbuted with mean 112 and 

standllrd deViatIOn 0 

(2) A random sllmple of size nl Is tllken from population one and the 

sample mean Is XI A random sllmple of size n2 Is tllken from population 
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two and the slllllple melll'1 Is X:z- The two samples lire Independent 

5.3 TESTING A HYPOmESIS CONCERNING mE MEANS or mE POPULA TIONS 

"lIaln we need to follow the four stalles of formuJatlnll the hypothesis, 

selectlnll and clllcullltlnll 11 test stlltlstlc, calcullltlnl the p-yalue and 

comparlnll with a. 

In this cllse we formulllte our hypothesIs In the followlnlr way. 

To select the test stlltlstlc we drllw on the fllct thllt under the 

assumptions the sampllnl distribution of XI - X2 Is 

follows the standard normal distribution. We can 

look up the P-Ylllue In the standard normlll tables (Appendix B, Table 

B.O. 

As when compllnnlr 11 sample mean With 11 hypothesised popullltlon mean, 

when the population Yllnance IS unknown we have to replllce 0 by S In 

the test statistic which becomes. 

Sp....jf. + J
2 

If the null hypothesis IS true thiS test statistic follows the 

t-dlstrlbutlon with (nl + n2 - 2) dellrees of freedom. 
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Sp I!I the !lmnple !ltmtdard deviation based on the !lamples drawn from the 

two populatlon!l with a!lsumed equal varlances. It I, clllled the pooled 

standard deviation Sp~ Is Illven by the expression: 

n2 - 2 

5.4 F-TEST 

In the situation when the two populatlons have different vllflllIlCe!l a 

slightly different statistic 15 used (Its distribution 15 approximately 

t). 

When we do not know whether the two populatlons hllVe the same varllll1ce 

or not we CIlIl test Ho· 01 ~ 02 al(alnst HI: 01 ~ 02" The assumptions are as 

In section 5 2 IInd the h,st statl!5tlc IS based on the ratio of the larller 

,ample varlllIlce to the smaller sample variance. If Ho I, true the 

distribution of the test statistics IS F. The F-dlstrlbutlon depends on 

two parameters. both called dellrees of freedom. IInd these reflect the 

!llzes of the samples on which the larller and smaller Vafllll1CeS are 

estimated. (Tables are given In Appendix B. Table B.4). 

5.S GENERAL COMMENTS 

(1) Here BIlaln we make the distinction between one-tailed tests and 

two-tailed tests In the former we pre -speCify In the alternative 

hypothesIs that the mean of one population 15 larger thllIl or smaller thM 

the melll1 of a second In the two-tailed test we Simply state that the 

two meMS differ Md do not speCify which 15 the larller 
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(2) We belllln by assumlnll that the populatlons belna compared were 

normally distributed. However. when the sample sizes are larlle enoullh. 

the central limit theorem indicates that the sampllna distribution of XI 

and XI wtll be approximately normal and 50 the test procedures are 

similar 

Generally In large samples the t-test is fairly robust allalnst 

non-normality. but thiS 15 not necessarily the case In !IJJIall slllDples. 

The F-test to compare two variances 15 very sensitive to non-normality 

(3) In many cases the observations for the two IIroups are not selected 

Independently but observations are paired For example. the same 

indiViduals might be measured at two times In such a case the test 

statistic 15 based on the paired difference XI - X:zo where XI 15 the 

first measurement and X2 IS the second. The test statistic follows the 

t -distribution 

5.6 PERFORMING A T-n:ST USING SPSS-X 

The procedure used in SPSS-X to compare the means of two populatlons Is 

the T-TEST procedure 

For comparison between Independent samples. the two populatlons have to 

be speCIfied USInIl the GROUP subcommand. 

named In the VARIABLES subcommand. 

The van abies to be tested are 
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The p..EconF. CO!!!!!!!!..'1d !s used to combIne the cetecones of 11 vsri.b!e into 

two catellorles 

5.7 EXAMPLES 

Example 5.1 

Vlflables considered 

CROWD16 Number of persons per room at alle 1 6 

MATH16 Maths test seore at iiiE 16 

Let us consider as an example whether overcrowdlnK Is associated with 

children's attainment at school A household Is considered overcrowded 

If It has more than one person per room The attainment considered Is 

the score on a maths test 

sample were alled 16. 

Both variables were measured when the NCDS 

The data set !lUlIsest!! that there were 86S individuals In non-overcrowded 

homes - sroup 1, and 360 Individuals with overcrowded homes - lJToup 2. 

Graphical methods can be used as a first stase In the analysis. One cm 

draw a separate box plot for each sroup and then compare the two plots 

(see EXlIlDple 3.9). In the next st88e several summary measures are 

calculated The mean test score and the stmdard error for each sroup 

are presented In the followlnS table· 
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Table 5.1' Maths test scores by overcrowdlna 

Semple 
Groups Size n 

1 Non -overcrowded n l -
865 

2 OVercrowded n2 - 360 

Mean Maths 
Test Score 

XI - 1439 

X2 - 10.85 

Standard 
Error 

0244 

0.353 

We see that IndiViduals from aroup 1 have on averaae a test score hlaher 

than those In Iroup 2 If we are wllllnl to restrict the conclusions to 

the 1225 indiViduals Included In the sample we can say that on averale 

children from overcrowded homes tend to achieve lower scores than 

children from non-overcrowded homes However, before making a 

lenerallsation as to the relationship between overcrowdlnl and Maths 

attainment for the population of 16 -years old IndiViduals IIvlnl In 

Britain In 1974, we have to detenmne whether the difference between the 

two samples implies a true difference between the two populations. To 

do thiS we use the procedure of hypotheses testing We test HO" III - 112 

against HI III tI 112 where III and 112 denote the mean Maths test 

scores for populatlons 1 and 2 respectively We set a - 0 OS We 

assume that 0. - 02 where 0. and 02 denote the standard deViation of 

populatlons I and 2 respectively 
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The te~t ~tatl~tlc I~ 

Sp~ + ~ 

and Its ob~erved value Is 8.04 If Ho I~ true, the probability of 

a:ettlna: 11 result which IS 115 extreme or more than 8 04 Is very small, 

le~~ than 0 001. Since the P -value Is ~o ~mall we reject the null 

hypothe~ls and conclude that the data mdlcllte thllt 16-years old 

Individuals lIvlna: In overcrowded homes tend to have lower Math~ 

at talnment 

In order to ~ee If the assumption that 0 1 - O2 Is not Inappropriate we 

test Ha. 0 1 - O2 against HI 0 1 ~ O2 The observed value of the statistic 

Is 1.14 This result Is not sla:nlflcant (at the 51. sla:nlflcance level) 

and so we conclude that the assumption was realistic. 

All the above Informlltion I~ produced u~lng the SPSS-X T-TEST procedure 

as presented In job 5.1 

SPSS-X PROGRAM 

TInE "JOB 5.1" 

FILE HANDLE NCns 

GET FILE-NCns 

RECODE CROWD16 (2 3 .. - 2) 

T-TEST GROUPS- CROWD161 

VARIABLE- MAnU6 

FINISH 
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Variables considered 

- ss -

CROWD 1 6 Nwnber of persons per room at Olle 1 6 

READ 16 Reodlnll comprehension test score at Olle 16 

Another a.pect of mdlvldual's attamment at school which may be relllted 

to overcrowdlnl Is relldlnl Ilttainment In order to compllre relldlnl test 

scores Ilt Ille 16 of Indivldullls from overcrowded IIrtd non-overcrowded 

homes, we use the SPSS-X prolrllm In job 52 

spss-x PROGRAM 

TInE "JOB 5.2" 

FILE HANDLE NCDS 

GET FILE-NCDS 

RECODE CROWD16 (2 3 4 • 2) 

T-TEST GROUPS- CROWD161 

VARIABLE- READ16 

FINISH 

An ellllmlDlltion of the output of Job 5 2 revellls that there IS a 

slsnlflcant difference between the vorlances of the two popullltlons We 

should therefore use the approprillte statistic, for which the P-vaiue IS 

very small and the conclusion Is that there Is a slsnlficant difference, 

With respect to mellD relldlDl test score!!, between the two popullltlons. 

However, the distribution of the variable READ16 Is skewed and therefore 

tne relldml& scores nllve been transformed so that the distribution shape 

resembles the standllrd normal distribution Repeatlnl the lIrtalysis usinl 

the trllDsformed scores READT 16 shows no slsnlflclIDt difference 

between the vllrlances but a silDlficant difference between the means 
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Example 5.3 

Variables considered 

CROWD16 Number of persons per room Bt Bge 1 6 

GEARNPW Gross earnings per week (from maln Job) at aae 23 

Let us conSider now whether overcrowding Bt Bge 16 Is B!I!IociBted With 

weekly earning at Bge 23. 

There are 742 Individuals who lived In non-overcrowded homes at age 16 

(group 1) and 279 individuals who lived In overcrowded homes (group 2). 

The mean weekly earnings and the standard errors for each group are 

presented In the following table 

Table 5.2. Earnmgs by overcrowdmg 

Sample Mean Weekly Standard 
Group Size n Earnings Errors 

Non-overcrowded nl • 742 XI • 10071 I 47 

2 Overcrowded n2 • 279 X2 • 97 SI 228 

There is a difference of 3.20 pounds between the two sample means. Does 

this difference Imply a difference between the two populatlons 

The observed value of the test statistics 15 1 16 and the P-value 15 

o 248 which IS not Significant at level a • 0 05 Note the relatively 

large standard errors 
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The above Infonnatlon can also be produced uslns the T-TEST procedure 

which can produce several comparisons at the same time. This 15 

Illustrated by the followlns command. 

T-TEST GROUP- CROWD161 

VARIABLE- MA11f16, READ16, GEARNPW 

An extension of this eXlllIlple 15 presented as an exercise In section 5 9 

S.8 COMMENTS 

(1) When two sroups are compared on the basis of the mean of a certain 

vaTlable, sismflcant results can also occur when marked differences 

eXist with respect to an IIddltlonlll varillble which 15 hlShly relllted to 

the first variable. An example of perfonnlns the same type of analysis, 

while controlhns for an additional vllrlllble Is presented In chapter 9 

(2) When compann& two sroups on the bllSIS of the means of a few 

vlITlables one should remember thllt the comparisons presented here are 

done one at a time Each compllrlson IS conducted with slsnlflcance 

level Q. PerfonnlnS comparisons simultaneously on several variables Is 

pOSSible, but It 15 beyond the scope of this text 
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5.9 EXERCISE 

This exercise Is an extension of example 5 3. 

The IlIbour mllrket condltlons for mllies and femllles lire usulllly very 

different, therefore, repeat the anlliysls !Illllested In example 5 3 

sepllrlltely for ellch sex Next InVestillllte whether there lire lIender 

differences with respect to weekly plly. Conduct the sultllble anlliysls, 

use box plot!! and report your flndln8s 

The observed dlstrlbutlon of the vllrlllble GEARNPW Is skewed 

transform this variable In order to achieve a more bell shaped 

dlstrlbutlon Are there any outllers? 

You may 
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ClWTER VI 

FREQUENCY TABLES 

In earlier chapters we described how Faphs end !lllIIlUIllry statistics may be 

used to hiit"Ji.ht particular features of a data set 

dolntr this is by constructintr tables A simple form of table 15 that In 

which 11 series of observlltions are classified by two or more types of 

characteristics. These are referred to as frequency or contlntrency 

tllbles They lire used to d1splllY IInd 5UJJUnllnze dllt. Frequency tables 

are appropriate when deta are measured on nominal scales (e.tr. sell), or 

ordinal scales (e.tr. social class) or on either Interval sCllles or ratio 

scales trrouped Into Intervals (e.g. Intervals of atre or heltrht). We may 

also be Interested in uslntr frequency tables to test hypotheses about the 

hypothe!!les. 

6.2 CREATING FREQUENCY TABLES 

Example 6.1 

Variables considered 

HIGHQUAL Hlllhest educlltional qualification lit lIlle 23 

Sex gf chIld 

Consider first that we are Interested In the relationship between sender 

IInd qualifications For this example we may be Interested In trrouplntr 

qualifications Into two catesorles. HIGH and LOW. Since In the data set 

there are more then two possible catetrories of qualifications we need to 

combine some of the orl&inal catetrorles This 15 done uslnll the SPSS-X 
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RECODE COlllllllllld. Table 6. J presents the frequency table of aender by 

qualifications with qualifications 1-$ and 9-15 -,"ouped toaether. The 

arouped cllteaories HIGH and LOW correspond to 5 0 levels or above and 

below 5 0 levels respectively. 

Table 6.1' Sex by quaUflcatlOlls 

Qullllflclltions 

Sex Hlah Low Totlll 

Boy 570 427 997 
(5721.) (42.81.) Cl 001.) 

Girl 422 581 J003 
(42.11.) (57.91.) (1001.) 

Totlll 992 1008 2000 

The table was crellted by SPSS-X uslna the procedure CROSSTABS The 

proarlllll Is dlsplllyed In job 6 1. 

SPSS-X PROGRAM 

TI11.E "JOB 6.J" 

FILE HANDLE NCDS 

GET FILE-NCDS 

RECODE HIGHQUAL (1 nom 8 - 1) (9 THRU 15 - 2) 

CROSSTABS TABLES- SEX BY HIGHQUAL 

OPTIONS 3 

FINISH 
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There are nunaerous options related to the procedure CROSSTABS. For 

ellample option 3 produces row percentalles and option " produces column 

parcantases 

Ellmaple 6.2 

Yll1ibles considered 

PASCO Fether's social class at chlld's birth 

CURRSOC SOCial class of current job at alle 23 

For our eumple let us consider social mobility between lIenerations We 

mlllht wish to classify every slllDple member accordinll to hi!! father'!! 

!!oclal cia!!!! In 1958 when he wa!! born and by hi, own !!oclal cia!!!! at alle 

23. Allain we mlllht wl,h to re-lIroup the catellorle!! Into " broader social 

classe!!' profes!!lonal and Intermediate, skilled non-manual, sldlled 

marrual, semi -sldlled and un!!ldlled. The prollrllm Is displayed In job 6.2. 

spss-x PROGRAM 

TIn.E "JOB 6.2" 

FILE HANDLE HCDS 

RECODE PASCO (2 • 1) (6 • S) 

RECODE CURRSOC (2 • 1) (6, 7 • 5) 

CROSSTABS TABLES- PASCO BY CVRRSOC 

OPTIONS 3, 5 

FINISH 
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The tllble created In job 6.2 enllbles us to exllllline patterns of mobility 

between lenerlltlons 

Exlllllple 6.3 

Variables considered 

CURRSOC Social clllss of current job lit IIle 23 

NKIDS 11 Number of children under 21 In the family lit IIle 11 

PAsca Fllther's socllll clllss lit chlld's birth 

As a final example In this section let us consider the IIssocllltlon between 

flllIllly chllracteristlcs In childhood end socllll c!II!SS In ellrly lldulthood 

We mllht, for eXllJllple, wish to stUdy the relationship between the number 

of children In the family at age 11 end the current social clllss In order 

to see whether children from smllller families achieve hllher Stlltus In 

early lldulthood. We shall re-Iroup the number of children Into !S1Dall 

families (1 or 2 children) and larle f811l1lles (3 or more chUdren). Job 

6.3 contlWlS the SPSS-X prolram. 

spss-x PROGRAM 

TIn.E "JOB 6.3" 

FILE HANDLE NCDS 

GET FILE - NCDS 

RECODE CURRSOC (2 • 1) (6. 7 - S) 

RECODE NKIDSU (1, 2 - 1) (3 11UlU 9 - 2) 

CROSSTABS TABLES- NKIDSll BY CURRSOC 

OPTIONS 3 

FINISH 
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At first Sl.nc. the tabl. cr.ated by job 6.3 indicates ttwt there may be 11 

strons link between the,e two variables. However. thi, may only reflect 

differences due to social cia.. of orlllln between people In small families 

IIIld people In blS families. In order to ,ee If thi, Is the case we can 

create four separate tables for each social cia .. at birth. The SPSS-X 

commlllld (after the approprtate recodlna;) I" 

CROSSTABS TABLES· NKIDSll BY CURRSOC BY PASCO. 

An examination of the four tables sussests that the answer to our question 

"are children from small families dolns better as adults?" Is not unique 

and depends on the social class at birth. 

The method used In example 6.3 shows how we mllht consider the relation 

between two varlable!l after controlllns for a third verlable 

6.3 n:sTING 11tE HYP011lESIS OF INDEPENDENCE 

6.3.1 Expected Dd observed trequeDcles 

In section 6.2 we seve !lome lIlIample!l lIIu!ltratlns how one con!ltruct!l 

!lImp le frequency table!l. We are often Intere!lted In e!l!le!l!linl whether 

two variables In a particular frequency table are Independent of each 

other. For lIlIample. we mlsht wl!lh to U!le Table 1 to te!lt the hypothe!ll!l 

that sex and qualifications are Independent. 

First some !limple theory In order to show what the table would be expected 

to look like if the two variables were Indeed Independent. 
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The tlmeraJ two-way frequency t.,le has r rows md c columns. If n 

observations are taken, let n(lJ) be the number of observations which 

fall In the I-th row and j -th colllllln!l. We dmote by 

nO,+) - f nOJ) 
j-l 

the number of observatIons In the I-th row and by 

n( +J) - .{- nOJ) the number of observations In the j-th column. 
I~ 

The probability that an observation falllntr Into catetlory I of the first 

vartllble Is estimated by n(l,+ )/n. The probllblllty of an observation 

falllntl Into catetlory j of the second variable Is estimated by n( +J)/n. 

Therefore If these vartables are Independent the probability of an 

observation faUlntr Into ceU (lJ) Is estimated by 

n(l,+ )/n x n( +J)/n. The expected number of observations (out of n) In 

cell (lJ) under the assumption of Independence Is therefore 

E(lJ) - n(l,+ )/n x n( +J)/n x n. 

The expected number of observations In Il cell (IJ) cen be compared with 

the observed frequency In cell (lJ) that Is nOJ). We denote the 

observed frequency by O(lJ). The difference between the observed and 

expected frequencies IS clllled the resldulll. 

Consider example 6.1. The probllbUlty of belntl IS boy Is estimated by 

99712000 end the probability of hitlh qualification Is estimated by 

99212000. Thus under the ass\DDpUon of Independence the probllblllty of 

belntr a boy with hltlh qualifications Is estimated by (997/2000) X 

(99212000). The expected number of boys with hlah quallflclltlons Is 

therefore, (99712000) X (99212000) X 2000 - 494.5, I!l\d the observed number 
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is 570 The resuluai for this cell is 570 - 4945 • 75.5 ThIS would 

sUllllest that there Me more boys wIth Iullh qualificatIons than would be 

expected under the assumption of mdependence 

6.3.2 The test statistic 

We can test the hypothesis that the row and column variables are 

Independent by uslnll the Pearson chi-square statistic 

~ (reslduaJ)2 
all cellsexpected number • 

The dl!!trtbutlon of X2 I!! approximately chl-!!quare dl!!trlbutlon with 

(r-1) x (c-1) dellrees of freedom (Table!! are IIlven in Appendix B. Table 

B.3). One CIIll u!!e this distribution to estimate how likely or unlikely 

the ob!!erved value of the !!tatl!!tlc I!! under the a!!!!umptlon that the nuJJ 

hypothe!!l!! !!tatlnll that the two variable!! are Independent Is correct. 

For table 6 1 the value of X2 Is 

2 (570-494.5)2 + (427-5025)2 + 
X· 494.5 502 5 

(422-497 5)2 + (581-505 5)2 45 59 
4975 5055·' 

and the dellrees of freedom are (2-1) X (2-1) • 1 The P-value from the 

table of X2 15 le!!!! than 001 con!!equently the hypothe!!l!! of mdependence 

is rejected 
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A ffllll cOllUllents concemlll8 the ..... 3 - statistic 

(l) The distribution of the ..... 3 statistic Is approximately chi-square If 

the data are random samples from a multlnomlal distribution and If the 

expected Yalues are not too small. A conservatlYe ylfIIII Is that all 

expected frequmcles should be at least 5, while a less conservatlye one 

recolIDDends that no more than 20r. of the cells should haYe expected yalues 

which are less than 5. 

(2) The maplltude of the observed value of ..... l depends on the macnltude of 

the reslduals and on the sample size. Larle values can occur when the 

reslduals are small but the sample size Is larle 

(3) The statistic Is useful as a measure of the slllllflcance of the 

association 

association. 

It Is not at all useful liS 11 measure of the delree of 

6.3.3 Calculation aainl SPSS-X 

Option 15 of the procedure CROSSTABS prints the cell resldullls 

STATISTIC 1 of CROSS TABS prints the ..... l - statistic and the P-value. 

Job 6.1A contlllns a prolram which wJll print a frequency tllble with cell 

reslduals as well as the ..... l - statistic with Its P-value. The variables 

considered lire as In example 6.1 that Is SEX and HIGHQUAL 



SPSS-X PROGRAM 

TInE "JOB 6.1A" 

FILE HANDLE NCDS 

Gl:T FILE~CDS 
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RECODE HIGHQUAL (1 11atu 8 • 1) (9 THRU 15 • 2) 

CROSS TABS TABLES. SEX BY HIGHQUAL 

OPTIONS 3 15 

STATISTICS 1 

FINISH 

6.4 MEASURES OF ASSOCIATION 

6.4.1 General 

Frequently we wish to describe relationships between two cross-classified 

variables usln8 Simple summary measures. Such measures are senerlllly 

clllled measures of association and can provide a useful description of the 

structure displayed In a two -way table Many !lUch mea!lures of 

association have been sUIIsested. Here we will consider only two types of 

measures. measure !I of prediction and measures of a!l!loclatlon for ordered 

catesorles. 

6.4.2 Measwes of prediction 

Measures of prediction quantify the Improvement In prediction of one 

catesorical variable In the table when the value of the !lecond catesorlcal 

variable Is known, relative to when the value of the second variable Is 

not known. The Goodman and Krusklll - Lambda and the lD"Icertlllnty 

coefficient - u, are ezamples of such measures. Let us consider 
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LambdL L..ubdll Is sultllble In situations when we wish to predlct 

optlmlllly the clltellory of one variable from the clltellory of the second. 

Consider the rellltlonshlp between sex and qullllflcatlons In Table 6.1. 

Qualifications can be predicted either (a) by IISswnlns that sex Is 

unknown, or (b) by IISsumlns that sex Is known. Lambda mellSurlls the 

proportional reduction In error (PRE) which Is defined by. 

PRE -
probllblllty of error In (a) - probability of error In (b) 

Probability of error In ta) 

If we did not know the sex we would predict the most frequent 

quallflclltlonsl In this cllse LOW. The probllblllty of error would be 

992/2000 • 0.496. If the sex were known, we would predict HIGH 

qualifications for boys and LOW for IIlrls The probllblllty of error 

would then be 42712000 + 422/2000 ~ 0425. From these flllUres we can 

derive LlIIDbda liS. 

Lambda - PRE - 0.49~.492·425 - 0 143 

Thus, a 141. reduction In error Is obtained when sex Is used to predlct 

quallflclltlons. 

LlIDlbdll ranlles between 0 and 1 For ellch table two LlIDlbdas can be 

computed dependlns on which vllrlllble Is used as the predictor. STATISTIC 

4 of procedure CROSSTABS of SPSS-X print LlIIDbdas. 
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6.4.3 M.a.ure. of a •• ociatlon for ordered catelort •• 

Mother aroup of statistics measures the association and correlation for 

two-way tables when both variables of the table have ordered cateaories 

These use the information about the orderlna of cateaories of variables by 

conslduln, ."ery possible pair of cues an the table. Each pair Is 

checked to see If their relative orderina of the first variable Is the 

same as their relative orderina on the second, or If It Is reversed. If 

two individuals In a pair happen to have the SIllJle value for one or both 

the variables, then the pair Is said to be tied. Gemma, Tau b, TIIU c and 

Somers' d are ezamples of such measures. The main difference between 

these measures IS the way In which ties are allowed for. 

consider Gamma 

Here we will 

Let P be the number of pairs for which the relative orderln, In both 

variables Is the same. Let Q be the nwnber of pairs for which the 

relative orderlna on one variable Is opposite from the relative orderin, 

on the second. Gamma Is defined by. 

Gamma can be Interpreted as the probability of similar (diSSimilar) 

orderlna on two variables limon, cases with different values for both 

variables. Gamma ranses between -1 and + 1 and Is 0 when the variables 

are Independent. STATISTIC 8 of procedure CROSSTABS of SPSS-X prints 

Gamma. 
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Father's social class at child's birth 

Social cless of current job at lICe 23 

PASCO 

CURRSOC 

NJUDSII Number of children under 21 In the fEllly at aae II 

Consider aaaln exemple 6.3. Both variables, current social cless end 

number of children In the family, heYe ordered cateaorles We created 

four separate tables each correspondlna to a different social c1ess at 

birth. A comparison of the level of association In each of the tables 

cen be mllde uslna summary meesures like GIIIDIDII IIrtd Tllu -c. Job 6.4 

contams the SPSS-X proarem for dolna this 

SPSS-X PROGRAM 

TIn.E "JOBS 6.4" 

FILE HANDLE NCDS 

GET F1LE-HCDS 

RECODE PASCO (2 - 1) (6 - 5) 

RECODE CURRSOC (2 - 1) (6, 7 - 5) 

CROSSTABS TABLES- NKIDSl1 BY CURRSOC BY PASCO 

STATISTICS I 7 8 

FINISH 

6.5 EXERCISE 

Doctors claim that a mother to be who smokes Ulna preanency risks hevlna 

11 relatively tiny bllby. Does the NCDS datll support this stlltement? 
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Group the values of the variable BIRTHWT Into two cate.orle. - .11m bable. 

end non-slim babies. (As Il cut-off point you may use the lower quartile 

or the lower declle) end analyse the association between the birth wel.ht 

and the mother's !IDIokln. habits. Analyse each Sell .eparately 

A T -test could also be used to IIlIswer this question. Carry on the 

relevent IIlIlllysls end report your flndln •. Refer also to the .eneral 

problem of enalysln. a continuous variable In a cllte.orical frlllIlework. 
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QWDI YII 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - ONE WAY 

7.1 IN11tODUCTION 

In chapter 5 we considered testlns the differences between two means. In 

this chapter we consider an ntended problem of compllrlna the means of 

several populatlons at the same time. For llIample we may wish to test 

the hypothesis that there is no difference In averslle male helllht between 

social classes. Analysis of variance is a statistical procedure commonly 

used to test the hypothesis that several population means are equal. In 

this chapter we describe the asslDDptlons, present the test statistic and 

IIlve some examples of analysis of variance 

7.2 NOTATION AND ASSUMPTIONS 

Assume there are It - populatlons which constitute the entire set of 

populatlons about which conclusions are described. Now aSSlDDe that It 

random slIIDples are selected, one from each of the It populatlons. The 

sample sizes lire ni' I - I. . . .• It, and n - ~nl' The samples lire IIssumed 
I 

to be independent and the It populatlons lire aSS\DDed to be normally 

distributed with means 11., 11., ..• , ~, and conunon variance 0 2 

The hypothesis of Interest Is thllt the popullltlon means are equal. Thllt 

Is, 

H., at least two means are not equal. 
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Let Y be the dependent or criterion variable. We assume Y Is measured on 

ml Interval or ratio scale. 

The observations of the first slllllple are denoted by 

Y 11' YI3' ., y 1nl and their mean Is denoted by Y •• 

The observations of the second slllllple are denoted by 

Y:zt' Yno ... , Yln and their mean Is denoted by y~ a 

The observations of the I-th slllDple are denoted by 

, Y In and their mean Is denoted by Y •• 
I 

Let ~ be the mean of the entire sample (I.e. of all samples added 

toaether). 

7.3 DECOMPOSITION OF VARIATION 

The basis of analysis of variance Is the decomposition of variation. 

The total observed variation (In Y) Is divided Into two components -

variation of observations within aroups and variation between IIroup mellnll, 

I e 

Total variation - variation between ~ variation Within 

IIroups IIroups 

In mathematical terms we can show that 
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The quantity l:l:(Y IJ - ~)~ measures the sum of squared deviations of the 
I J 

observed YIJ from the mean ~. It represents the total variation In Y and 

Is denoted by SSy. The quantity measures variation between 

the means of the sroups. It Is denoted by SS Between. The quantlty 

l:l:(YIJ - Y I)~ measures variation wlthJn the sroups. 
I J 

It Is denoted by 

SS WlthJn. We can therefore write SSy a SS WlthJn + SS Between. 

7.4 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE 

The equatlon presented In the previous sectlon Is the basis for creatlns 

an analysis of variance table as below 

Table 7.1' ANOVA Table 

Source 
of Variation 

Between STOUpS 

Within STOUpS 

Total 

Sum of 
Squares (SS) 

SS Between 

SS Within 

SSy 

Desrees of 
Freedom (OF) 

1\ - 1 

n - 1\ 

n - 1 

Mean Squares 
(MS) 

SS Between/(I\ - 1) 

SS Wlthln/(n - 1\) 
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The flr!lt coJUIIVl Indic.te. the .ourc. of v.rI.tlon The next COJUIIVl 

Indlcated the !llDD of !lquare!l a!l!loclated with each !lource The third 

colUllVl Indlcate!l the number of plece!l of information needed to calculllte 

the SIlIIl of squares, otheNllse clllled the delrees of freedom. For 

example, the delrees of freedom for the totlll sum of square!l I!I n -1, 

because there are n observations but one delree of freedom Is needed to 

represent the estimate of the mean. The final column In the table IIve!l 

the ratio of the sums of squares to the delrees of freedom. These ratios 

are known II!I the meen squares. 

7.S 11fE TEST STATISTIC 

If there Is no difference between the Iroups (with re!lpect to their meens) 

SS Between and SS Within came from the same source. Therefore when Ho Is 

true both MS Between and MS Within represent (e!ltlmate) the slime thins -

the sllmple variation In Y - the statistic Is based on their ratio. The 

test statl!ltlc Is 

MS Between 

MS Within 

If HD Is true, the !ltatl!ltlc follow!I the F-dlstrlbution with (K - 1) 

and (n - IQ delrees of freedom. The P-value Is calculated by conslderlns 

the probability of obtalnlnl an F statistic at least as larle as the one 

ob!lerved (table!l of the F-dl!ltrlbutlon are liven In Appendix B, table 

B.4). The P-value I!I compared with the prede!lll"ated !lll"lfIcance level 

and a decl!llon I!I made accordlniJy. 
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The analysis described here Is called one way analysis of variance since 

there Is only one aroupinC variable. An example of a model which 

Includes two Irouplnl variables Is presented In chapter 9 

7.6 ONE WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE USING SPSS-X 

The SPSS-X procedure ONEWAY produces a one way analysis of varlanca. The 

command ONEWAY Is used to name the dependent variable (s) as well as the 

Iroup variable followed by Its minimum and maximum values 

Includes. IIn IVlOVA table, the F - statistic IInd the P-value. 

7.7 EXAMPLES 

Example 7.1 

Variables considered 

HT23 Hellht lit ale 23 In cm 

CURRSOC 

SEX 

Social class of current job at 88e 23 

Sell of child 

7.7.1 IutrOdllctlon 

The output 

Let us consider the difference In lIVerale male hellht between social 

classes. In the first stale of the analysis we use some araphical 

methods for example, we plot an hlstolram of the variable HT23 (for males 

only) Il!I well as several box plots, one for each social class An 

eXllIDlnatlon of the outputs reveals that there are a few outJlers, more 

specifically there are 8 observations for which the helsht at 88e 23 Is 

more than 5 meters. Such measurements are Impossible and probably are a 
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result of errors In codln •. The malysls, Is therefore, rep.ated after 

the exclusion of these observlltlons. Tllble 7.2 below contains some bllslc 

descriptive stlltlstlc for male hel.ht lit qe 23. (The re-.rouplnc of the 

variable CURRSOC Is lIS In example 6.2). 

Table 7.2. Joble hel.ht (ace 23) 

Standllrd Standard 
Socllll clllss n MEAN Hel.ht Devllltion Error 

Professlonllls 232 17852 653 0.43 
& Intermedlllte 

Skilled non -manulll 150 178.44 683 056 

Skilled manulll 365 177.22 6.97 0.37 

Semi-skilled & unskilled 192 176.16 725 0.52 

Totlll 939 177.52 6.95 023 

There seems to be 11 clellr ITlldlent of socllll cllIss In hel.ht where mllles 

In the first socllll cllIs!! clltellory are on lIYerlllle more than 2cm taller 

than males In the last clltellory. 

The sample melln5 cV.) are 1I00d estimates for the population means £i.I/ 

We want to uk whether the observed differences between the sample means 

can be attributed to chance or do they mdlcllte true differences between 

the four !locllll clssse!l. 



7.7.2 Aaalysas ad cOIIclllsaous 

We are Interested In testlna 

Hoz III • 112 • 113 - 114 

alllllnst 
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HI' at least two means are not equal. 

Where 11, Is the mean helllht of mllles In the I-th social class 

i-I, _, 4 

It Is clear that the observed helllht of male!! vllrles - the sample !!tandard 

devllltlon is 6.95 cm. The question I!! whether the variation between the 

dIfferent socllll cllls!!es I!! of the same maanltude a!! the varIation wlthln 

the socllll clll!!,e!!. ThIs can be examIned from the IINOVA tllble 

Table 7.3. IINOVA Table 

Source SUm of Squares Dellrees of Freedom Mean Square!! 

Between &rOUP!! 

WIthin IIroups 

Totlll 

750.31 

44568.83 

4531914 

3 

935 

938 

From the tllble we can 1I1!!0 clllculllte the vlllue of the F - test stlltlstlc 

which Is 250.10/4767 - 5246 The P -vlllue Is less than 0 01 and 

therefore we can conclude thllt mllles In the four socllII clllsses do not 

hllVe the same mean helllht 

250.10 

47.67 
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Both the descriptive statistics IIlld the ANOVA tllble Clll'l be printed us In_ 

the SPSS-X procedure ONEWAY Job 7 1 contlSins the prollrllIll. 

SPSS-X PROGRAM 

TInE "JOB 7.1" 

FILE HANDLE NCDS 

GET FILE-NCDS 

SELECT IF (SEX EQ 1) 

SELECT IF (HT23 LT 300) 

RECODE CURRSOC (1 2 • 1) (3 • 2) (4 • 3) (5 6 7 • 4) 

ONEWAY HT23 BY CURRSOC (1, 4)1 

STATISTICS 1 

FINISH 

Example 7.2 

Varlsbles considered 

LEFTED A&e completed full-time education (month no.) 

VOTED Party voted for In 1979 lIeneral election 

Next let us compare IfldlVldu.ls grouped accordlnll to their votlflll patterns 

In the 1979 lIeneral election. The comparison 15 done With respect to the 

aae, In months, mdlvldUllls left full-time continuous education (the time 

spent In full-time education seems pOSItively correlated to Iugh socllSi 

class IIlld hi_her earnlnll's). 

table 7.4 

Some lIeneral statistics are displayed In 
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Table 7.4' Aaa (tn mOllths) respolldent left fall-tlllle cOlltlDUOas 
edac.Uon 

Voted n 

Conservative 507 

Lllbour 569 

Liberal 172 

215.40 

205.48 

213.69 

Standard 
Error 

1.13 

084 

187 

The table displays sample differences In the mean aae for leavlna 

full-time education where the conservative voter!! stayed lonaer In 

continuous full-time education. To print the related ANOVA table U!le the 

SPSS-X command. 

ONEWAY LEFTED BY VOTED (1, 3). 

Separate analysis for males and females should also be considered. 

7.8 MUL T1PLE COMPARISONS 

In both examples presented the null hypothesis we rejected III1d we 

conclude that the data mdlcate that the population melll1!S are unequal 

Typically, we are not only Interested In determlnlrlli whether there are 

differences In the means but also In plnpolntina where the differences 

lie. For example, alven that hel,ht differs sla:n1f1clll1tly lIDlona social 

class cateaorles, we would next Wlll1t to determine which of the plllrs of 

social class cateaories differ from one another 
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When conslderm. several popullltlon means It Is not IIpproprlllte 

stlltlstlclllly to cllrry out 11 sequence of tests of differences between 

plllrs of mellllS bllsed on the t-dlstrlbutlon (I.e. t-test). If one does 

so, the probllbtltty of Incorrectly rejectlna anyone of severlll null 

hypothese!l Is peeler thEl the level of sianiflcance usocl.t.d with each 

test Individually. However, a number of types of tests are IIvllllable for 

multiple comparison followtna the rejection of the null hypothesiS In the 

IInIIlysls of vertance. Examples of such tests lire: LSD (Iellst slanlflcent 

difference) test, Tukey's Honestly Slanlflcant Difference test end 

Scheffe's test. All these are systematic procedures for comparlna all 

possible pairs of aroup me ens while "protectm." aaalnst call1na too many 

differences slanlflcant A number of multiple comparison tests are 

available In SPSS-lC. The subcommend Is RANGES, as for example RANGES -

LSD or RANGES • SCHEFFE. 

7.9 CHECKING 1HE ASSUMPTIONS 

As with other statistical procedures the analysis of variance relles on 11. 

number of assumptions. If anyone of these assumptions Is false some of 

the analysis may be invalid. It Is therefore deSirable to check whether 

or not the assumptions hold. 

The assumption of normllllty can be checked, for eXllIDple, by plottlna is 

h1stoarmn. A second look at examples 7.1 and 7.2 reveals that the 

assumption of normality is inappropriate In example 7.2. Fortunately the 

F-test Is reasonably robust to departures from the normality assumptton. 
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Neverthele!ls, a tran!lfonnatlon of the data would be valuable and one can 

try the 101lllrittmlc transformation. 

The assumption of equality of varllUlce!l can be te!lted by several te!lt 

procedures. Three such test procedUres are avllilable In SPSS-X. The 

F-te!lt Is not very sensitive to departures from the equality of variance 

assI.DDptlon when the slllllple sizes of the IIroups are similar. STATISTICS 3 

of procadure ONEWAY prints the tests for equality of vllrillnCe. The 

assumption of homOllalelty of the varllUlce Is inappropriate In ellmnple 

7 2 As a result one may need to consider another way of analy!llnll 

eXlllllple 7.2, for example IIrouplnll the data and constructlnll a frequency 

table. 

Example 7.3 

Varlpbles considered 

SEX Sell of child 

SCHLT16 

MATH16 

School type at alle 1 6 

Meths test score et elle 1 6 

For the last IIlIlIIDple In this chapter we compare educational attalrunents 

for cohort members who studied at different types of schools The 

measure of educational attainment we use Is the Maths test scores at alle 

16. We con!llder comprehensive, IIrlllIDDar, secondary modem and Independent 

school !I. The let catellory includes dlfect IIrant schools. 
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The null hypothesis states that there Is no difference In the mean Maths 

score between the different types of schools. The lII1alysls Is done 

separately for boys and IIIrls. 

The output of the SPSS-X prollrlllll displayed In job 7.3 Includes the 

followlnll· 

- General descriptive statistics for Maths test scores in each type of 

school. 

- An IINOVA table for testinll the null hypothesis. 

- A histollram of Maths test scores, for checldnll the assumption of 

normality. 

- 3 test procedures for testlnll homollenelty of the vanance. 

- Multiple comparison test (Scheffe) to pinpoint slanlflclll1t differences 

between 1111 pairs of types of schools 



SPSS-X PROGRAM 

TInE "JOB 7.3" 

FILE HANDLE NCDS 

GET FILE .... CDS 

SELECT IF (SEX EQ 2) 
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FREQUENCIES VAR- NAnf161 HISTOGRAMI 

FORMAT- NOTABLE 

ONEWAY NAnf16 BY SCHL T16 (1, 4)1 

RANGE- SCHEFFEI 

STATISTICS 1 3 

FINISH 

The completion of the IBll!llySIS of this example IS left I!lS El exercise. 

7.10 EXERCISE 

Complete the l!lI1a1ysls of the problem presented In e:ll!lDIple 7.3 and report 

your flndlnllS. In your report I!lddress yourself to the follow!ntr. 

The null I!lI1d a1ternl!ltive hypothesis, the test statistic, the 

conclusions, the I!lssumptions and the difference!!! between males IBld 

feml!lle 
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CHArTER VIII 

REGRESSION ANALYSIS 

8.1 IN11IODUCTION 

In this section we consider the sltulltion In which simultaneous 

mellsurements lire tllken on two vlITlllbles and Interest IS focused on 

examlnlnll the effect one variable exerts on the other 

For physical processes there Is often 11 functional rellltionshlp between 

two vllrlables We lire concerned here with the clIses where these 

functional rellltlonshlps may be approximated by a linear function. 

When no physlclIl relationship eXIsts between two vaTlllbles, we mllY IIlso be 

Interested In expresslnll the rellltlonshlp between them by a IInellr 

equation. Such an equation can be useful for predlctlnll the vlllue of one 

variable from the knowledlle of the other This chapter explains how we 

80 about estlmlltinll or predlctlnll the vlllue of one vllriable on the bllsls 

of knowledlle of a second vllrlllble 

8.2 PRELIMINARY EXAMPLES 

Let us label the two vllrlables liS X and Y Often It Is of Interest to 

examine the effect one vllrlable (X) ellerts on another varlllble (Y). For 

example we may be Interested to see how chanaes In helllht (X) affect the 

welllht (Y), how qualifications (X) affect Income (Y), BIld how school 

attainment at alle 11 (X) predicts school attainment at BIle 16 (Y). 
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In all these eXlIIDples IInd In mlll1Y other situations the question of 

Interest Is how chances on one variable QC) affect another variable (Y). 

The X - variable 15 called the Independent variable. It can be set to a 

partlculllI' value or else take values that CIIn be observed but not 

controlled. As a result of chances In the mdependent variable an affect 

may be introduced into the Y -vanabie. ciiiied the dependent vanaele. 

The dependent varl.tlle 15 assumed to be meawred at least on !In Interval 

scale. 

8.3 SCATTER PLOT 

Suppose n pairs of measurements (XI YI) (X2 Y2), ••• , oc.. Yn ) are taken 

on two vllrlllbles X and Y 

The first step In Investllllltlng the relation between the two variables Is 

to piol the dBta On ii se.tter piot. In this plot eileh dot represents on@ 

observation, showlnll the values for this observation on the two variables. 

A scatter plot can revelll various types of associations between the two 

vllI'lables. If the observed points cluster, more or less, 1lI'0und a 

stralllht line we !lily thllt a linear relationship exists between the two 

variables. Scatter plots are also useful for detecting outllers. 

Example 8.1 

Variables Considered 

HTii 

WTll 

SEX 

Chlid's helsht at alle i i in cm 

Chlld's welllht lit alle 11 In Itlls 

Sex of chUd 
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Scatter plots can be prmted uslnll the SPSS-X SCATTERGRAM procedure as 

presented m Job 8 I 

SPSS-X PROGRAM 

TinE "JOB 8.1" 

FILE HANDLE NCDS 

GET FILE~CDS 

SELECT IF (SEX EO 1) 

SCATTERGRAM WTU WI11I HTU 

FINISH 

Inspection of the plot sUllllests that welllht Increases with helllht It Is 

clear that for a IIlven helllht there Is a variation In the observed 

welsht. This variation Is due mainly to variation between individuals 

AlthoUllh no unique linear equation appears to relate the observed welllht 

to helllht. we can notice that the averase value of welllht (for a IIlven 

helllht) Increases with the helllht. Thus we can fit a line to the data In 

order to predict the mean welllht for a IIlven helllht. 

e rellresslon line 

8.4 FITTING A STRAIGHT LINE 

The line Is called 

As In the example of helllht and welllht. iI stralllht line can frequently 

ell press the dependency of one variable upon another. 

use the data to find the optimal line 

The problem Is to 
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Let us assume that the line has the fonn Y - Cl • I'lt 

Our model Is Y • a • ~X • E. 

The modei impiies th.t ior a !lIven X, the correspondt"- 'f consIsts oi two 

elements, the value Cl + IlX III'Id the IIIDOunt E. The value Cl + IlX Is 

the lineer pert w}"lj!e £ represents the !!!Dount by which any !nd!v!dY!I! Y 

may 'all off the line Cl III\d ~ are called the model's parameters and 

they are unknown. The data can be used to esttmate the parameters 

8.4.1 Estimation of tbe parameters 

The model fOT the I-th individual Is, Y. - Cl + pX. + E., 

One approach Is to choose estimates of Cl and IS which mtnlmlse the sum of 

squared deviatiOnS irom the iirle. ihis approach 15 eaHed the method of 

least squares end the estimates are called least squares estimates. 

A A 
Least squares estimates of Cl end IS lire denoted by ii and IS and by me ens 

of differential calculus they can be shown to be, 

n :roe. - i)(Y. - Y) 8 - ~1.~I~n'----------:roe. - f)2 
.-1 

& • f - b 

We can now write our fItted line as, ~ - ~ + Bx. 
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Where ~ Is the predicted (or Fitted) value of Y, IJIven X The differences 

11 
between the observed and fl t ted values Y I - Y I for I • I, ' " n 

ara called tha reslCluals, 

8.5 ASSUMPTIONS IN REGRESSION ANALYSIS 

There are some questions one ml,ht want to ask about our model 

I • 1. " n. 

For example how close are the estimates of parameters to the population 

values of those parameters? Do the estimates support or contradict 

hypotheses about the population parameters? How lood Is the fit of this 

model? 

As a basis for dolnl this We assume that the e I are Independent 

normally cIlstrtbuled I'1Indom vartables with mean zero and vartance o~ 

The model III'Id the assumptions made may ba wrttten In the followln, way. 

for any fixed value of X. the distribution of Y Is nOrlDal with mean 

a + IIX and constant vartance 0 2 and the Ys are mdependent from each 

other, We can therefore conclude that for a fixed value of X. Y varies 

and the mean of the variable Y Is a + ~, Thus the relresslon line 

y. a + ~ joins tha mellll values of the Y-cIlstrtbutlons, 
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1.6 11IE ANALYSIS 

8.6.1 lbe estimates 

Th. I ••• t .quare. e.tlDl.te. were pre.ent.d In S.ctlon 8.4. Given the 

assumpiions aboui ihe disiribuiion of ihe error ierms, ihe mean and 

standard error of the estimates can be shown to be 

mean (~ ) • a 

A S.E. (a ) • 

A 
mean (I) ) • I} 

SE. cB ) . 

Given the ilssumptions about the distribution 0; the error term, 11 CIIn 

also be shown that the least squares estimates are the best lIIIlon, a lar,e 

,roup of posslbl. estimates. 

8.6.2 TastlDe bypotbases 

We Are frequently Intereste(i In tutlns the hypothesis that the s!ope of 

the line Is zero as would be the case If there were no linear relationship 

between X and Y 

We can fonnul.te the null and alternative hypoth ••••• s 
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j\ 
It can be shown that (1Jlven the asswnptlons made) I) follows a nonnal 

distribution with mean p and variance a3/l,;CX I - X)3. The appropriate 
I 

test statistics Is. 

which under the null hypothesis has a t-dlstrlbutlon with (n - 2) delJrees 

of freedom. 

/12 
The unknown variance a2 Is estimated by a which 15 !lIven by. 

1.6.3 lb. fit of the lIlIe 

Now let us consider how well the estimated relJresslon line fits the 

detL We do this by spllttlnc the total vanatlon In Y Into the 

variation explained by the relJfesslon and the unexplained variation, \.e 

Total variation - variation explained + Unellplained 
by relJresslon variation (- reslduals). 

In mathematical tenns we can .how that: 
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The term ~(YI - y)~ measures the sum of squared deviations of the 
I 

observlltlons from the mean It represents the total van.tlon In Y. The 

term ~&I - y)2 mellsures YIIrllltlon of ~I and represents the YllTllltlon 

expllllned by the IInellr rellltlonshlp. 

of the squllred reslduals. 

Our model fits well If the explained variation Is much "reater than the 

unexplained variation or If the ratio of the explained variation to the 

total vllrlation Is nellr to one This ratio Is called the coeffiCient of 

determination and IS denoted by R2 The coeffiCIent R2 lies between 0 and 

1 and mellsures the predIction IIccurllcy. 

8.6.4 Analysis of variance table 

The equation presented In the previous section Is the basis for creatine 

an analylllll of variance table as below. (See section 7.4). 

Table 8.1' ANOVA table 

Source of variation Sum of Deerees of Mean Squares 
Squares freedom 

Reeresslon I~&I _ '1)2 1 I~~I _ '1)2/1 

Residual I~ (YI - 91)~ n - 2 I~ (YI - ~1)2/(n 

Total t (YI _ '1)2 n - 1 
1-1 

- 2) 
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It can be shown that If 13 • 0 then the ratio 

Mean square rearesslon 
F • 

Mean square residual 

follows the F-dlstrlbutlon with 1 and (n - 2) dearees of freedom. This 

fact can be used to test if 13 a O. The F statistic can be used also to 

test the null hypothesis that R~ In the population equals zero. (Tables 

of the F-dlstrlbutlon are alven In .... ppendlx B. table B.4). 

8.7 REGRESSION ANALYSIS USING SPSS-X 

The SPSS-X procedure for dome rearuslon IS REGRESSION. Three 

subcommands are necessary. .... VARIABLES subcommand which Includes all the 

varlabln to be analysed, a DEPENDENT subcommand that Identlfln the 

dependent variable. an ENTER subcommand that Identifies the Independent 

variable. 

The output Includes. the least square estimates. the test statistics and 

the P-values to tnt whether each parameter Is equal to zero, the 

coefficient of detenulnatlon R2 CR Is referred to as multiple R) and an 

analysis of variance table other statistics are optional. 
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Variables considered 
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PAHT Father'! hellrht In Inche! 

HT23 Hellrht lit IIlre 23 In cm. 

SEX Sell of child 

Hellrht of both children and lldult! !erve! a! a rea!onllble mell!ure of the 

IndiVidual'! Irenerlll helllth In thl! example we con!lder the heredity 

effect In hellrht We mVe!tl8l1te how chanlre! In the father'! height 

IIffect! !on'! height 

A! the fllther'! hellrht wa! recorded In 1958 and the !on'! In 1981 It I! 

not !urprl!lnlr thllt the former I! In Inche! and the latter In 

centimetres. 

centimetre! 

command. 

For !Impllclt y we tran!form the fllther'! hellrht Into 

The tran!formlltlon I! done u!lnlr the SPSS-X COMPUTE 

In an earlier IIIlIIly!l! of vllrlable! HT23 (see section 7.7J It was found 

thllt there Ilre 11 few ob!lervlltlon!l for which the hellrht Ilt Illre 23 I!I more 

than 5 metres. These obser.;ations are excluded from the analysis. The 

prolrram Is dlsplllyed In Job 8.2. 



spss-x PROGRAM 

TInE "JOB 8.2" 

FILE HANDLE NCns 

GET FlLE-NCDS 

SELECT IF (HT23 LT 300) 

SELECT IF (SEX EQ 1) 

COMPun: PAHT - 2.!54- PAHT 

SCATTERGRAM HT23 WITH PAHT 
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REGRESSION VAR- HT23, PAHTI DEPENDENT- HT231 ENn:R PAHT 

FINISH 

The followlnll results CIII\ be found In the output. 

The estimates 

A 
a·107043 

A 
p. 0.404 

Each parlllDeter IS sllVllflclIIltly different from zero 

The fit ted values 

The equation for the fitted rellresslon line Is 

Son's helllht • 107.043 + 0.404 (father's he1llht) 
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This equation enables us to predict the helaht of an individual alven his 

father's helaht We see that a chanae of one cm In the father's helaht 

results In a chanae of 0.4 cm In the son's helaht Note that the 

prediction Is only meanlnaful for such values of the Independent variable 

which are In the ranle of the values of thiS variable found within thiS 

sample. It would be wrona to predict that the hellht of a son Is 147.4 

cm liven hiS father's helaht IS 1 metre since we have no father as small 

as this and cannot assess whether a linear relationship continues down to 

thiS level 

The fit of the rearesslon model 

The decomposition of the variance (presented In the analysis of variance 

table) Is as follows 

total variation - Variiition Explained ... Variation Unelipjainea 

3934377 
by rearesslon 

6750.59 + 32593.18 

The coefficient of determination R2, Is equal to 0.17, which Implies that 

17'1. of the total variation about the mean Is nplalned by the rearesslon. 

The F-statistlcs Is (6750.59/1) 1 (32593.18/815) • 168.8 which Is 

slanlflcant at the 0 01 level 

We would therefore reject the null hypothesIs that there IS no linear 

relationship between son's helaht and father's helaht. 
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Variables considered 
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MAHT Mother's helllht In Inches 

HT23 Helllht lit alle 23 In cm, 

SEX Sell of child 

Consider the sllDle question. but this time for female cohort members and 

their mothers The dependent variable Is HT23 and the Independent 

vanable is MAHT, The SPSS-X prollram is displllyed In Job 8.3. 

spss-x PROGRAM 

TInE "JOB 8.3" 

FILE HANDLE NCDS 

GET FILE-NCDS 

SELECT IF (SEX EQ 2) 

COMPUTE MAHT- 2.5" MAHT 

SCATTERGRAM HT23 WITH MAHT 

REGRESSION VAR- HT23. MAHTI DEPENDENT- HT231 ENTER MAHT 

FINISH 

An inspection of the output reveals that in this Cilse there are also 11 few 

outllers which seem to resuJt from errors In codinll. One should repeat 

the previous analysis IIfter removm. or r.plaelnll these observations 
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8.8 11fE ASSUMPTIONS - A RECONSIDERATION 

8.8.1 Introduction 

The rellreSSlon analysis described here IIIId the various slll"lficance tesh 

are based upon the model outlined In section 8 5 and the assumptions about 

the error terms 

The model tOllether with the assumptions Imply that 

(1) There Is a linear relationship between X and Y 

(2) E I are Independent random variables which follOW the normal 

distribution with mean 0 and constant varlllllce o~ 

An Imporhnt pllI"t of every rellresslon .rIalysls 15 to check the 

appropriateness of these assumptions. We check the assumption of 

IInellrlty by a scatter plot. The assumptions about the error terms, El. 

are assessed by ellamtn1nll the reslduals from the fitted line. 

8.8.2 ElI_IDatlo. of r"iduals 

The reslduals are defined as the n differences 

1 - 1, ,n The reslduals lire the amount not explained by the 

rellresslon equlltlon and If the model Is correct. represent the observed 

errors of the model 
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If our fitted model and the assumptIons are approprtate the reslduals 

should not display characteristics which appear to contradict the 

assumpttons ResIdual plot!! are extremely useful for checlunc whether 

thIS Is so Some of the ways of plottln8 the reslduals are 

Cl) Plot of the resldUIIls qalnst the fitted value - If the assumptions 

are met, a horizontal band of randomly distributed reslduals Is 

expected If the spread of the reslduals Increases or decreases 

1\ 
with the value of Y, the assumption of constant variance does not 

hold 

(2) Plot of the reslduals 88alnst the Independent variable - here qaln 

a horizontal bind of reslduals Is rec.rded IS !1Itlslactory while 

often patterns Indlclte thlt the Issumptlons hive been vlollted. 

(3) Hlstocram - the errors I! I were assumed to be normally distributed 

WIth mean zero and vartance 0 2 Therefore the E/O should 

follow the standard normal dlstnbution. We can examine the 

standardized reslduals, that Is resldual/~, to see If they 

resemble observatIons from the standard normal distributIon 

ThIS can be done by constructln8 a lustolrem of the stendllrdlzed 

reslduals 
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Residual plots are IIlso very useful for detectmll outllers However, one 

should be cllreful as a larlle residual can also be the result of a wronll 

model 

8.8.3 Constructlnc residual plots USlDC SPSS-X 

11 variety of residual plots are possible within the REGRESSION procedure 

The RESIDUIILS subcommand can be used to print a hlstollram of the 

standardized re!lldual!l (labelled ZRESID). The hl!ltollram I!I pre!lented 

with a !luperlmposed normal curve. 

to construct different scatterplots. 

The SCIITTERPLOT subcommand can be used 

Example 8.4 

ConSider the two rellresslon models presented In examples 8 2 and 8.3 

(after remoylnll the IndlYlduals who are taller than 5 metres!). We will 

now examine each of these models for vlolations of the assumptions. The 

SPSS-X prollram Is displayed in Job 8.4 

SPSS-X PROGRAM 

TI11.E "JOB 8.4" 

FILE HANDLE NCDS 

GET FILE-NCDS 

SELECT IF (SEX EQ 1) 

SELECT IF (HT23 LT 300) 

COMPUTE PAHT- 2.54* PAHT 

REGRESSION VAR- HT23 PAHTI DEPENDENT- HT231 ENTER PAHTI 

RESIDUALS- SIZE (SMALL) HISTOGRAM (ZRESID)I 

SCATTERPLOT- (-«£S. ePRED) (HT23. PANT) (*RES. PAHT) 

FINISH 
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Note thllt two subcommmds were lidded to the REGRESSION procedure The 

hrst reque.ts a small hlstoarmn of the stlll\dardlzed residual. while the 

second requests 3 sClltter plots (asterisks denote temporary vllrlllbles). 

The proanun for the second model (I e the females) IS quite similar. 

The outputs Indlcllte thllt the llnellr relation seems not to be very strona 

In both ClIses, IIlthouah It Is sllahUy stronaer In the femllles' ClIse 

The plot of the resldulIls aSlllnst the fitted vlllues seems slltisfllctory In 

both ClIses This IS IIlso true for the plot of the resldulIls aaamst the 

mdependent vllrlllble. The hlstoaram of the stlll\dllrdlzed resldulIls seems 

more slltisfllctory In the mllles· case thllll In the femllles' clIse Note 

also the outhers In the females' ClI!le 

Example 8.S 

Vllrlables considered 

MATHll Maths test !lcore at aae 11. 

MATH16 Maths test score at aae 16. 

READ 11 Readlna Comprehension test score at aae 11 

READ 1 6 Readlna Comprehension test !lcore lit aae 16 

In tlus eXlIIIlple we IIIm lit predlctma school attlllnment lit age 16 uslna 

school at tallunBlt at aae 11 We consider separlltely Maths attlllnment IIIld 

readma attainment. The SPSS-X pro.ram IS displayed In Job 8.5. 



SPSS-X PROGRAM 

TIn.E "JOB 8.5" 

FILE HANDLE NCDS 

GET FILE- NCDS 
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REGRESSION VAR- MAnU1, MAnU61 DEPENDENT- MA11I161 ENTER MA11Ill1 

RESIDUALS- SIZE (SMALL) HISTOGRAM (ZRESID)I 

SCATTTERPLOT- (..u:s. ,.pRED) (MA11Il6. MAnUl) (eRES. MA11Ill) 

REGRESSION VAR- READ11, READl61 DEPENDENT- READ161 ENTER READ111 

RESIDUALS- SIZE (SMALL) HISTOGRAM (ZRESID)I 

SCATTERPLOT- (..u:s. ,.pRED) (READ 16, READll) (.RES, READ 11) 

FINISH 

The output of job 8 5 dlsplllYs the estlmllted pllrameters for ellch model, 

which Cllll be used for prediction. The output revellls thllt both for 

relldlnl IIlld Mllths the Itnellr rellltlonshlps between the scores lit IIle 11 

IIlld the scores lit IIle 16 lire very stronl. 

For the Maths scores the check of the model's IIssumptlons IS satisfactory 

but this Is not the case for the relldlnl scores The sClltterplot of 

READ 16 IIllIlnst READ 11 Indlclltes thllt the test at IIle 16 WIIS less sensitive 

mlllnly lit the hllh levels. When we consider the hlstolrams of MATH16 and 

READ 16 It IS clear that, IIlthoulh neither plots resemble eXllctly a normlll 

plot, the deViations lire larler for READ 16. 
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When the assumptIons seem to be IlIcorrect one should consider trElsfonmnll 

the data. The readlnll scores at alle 16 have been transformed to follow a 

normai dIstribution The transformed scores are lIiven in the variabie 

READTI6 The compietion of this example usinll the transformed scores is 

left as an exercise (see section 8.10). 

8.9 CORRELATION 

8.9.1 ]be cOlTel.tion coefficient 

Rellression analysis is concerned with estimatinll or predictlnll the value 

of the dependent varIable lIiven the value of the Independent variable. 

We now consider • sItuation in which measurements are taten SImultaneously 

on two variables and the dellree of association between them is of 

Interest. Both vanables are random vaT!ab!e~ 

An important measure of the dellrea of linear association between two 

variables is Pearson's correlation coeffiCient. Consider n pairs of 

measurements (XI YI) (Xl Y:zl, ... , ex.. Yn) the observed correlation 

coefficient is denoted by r and lIiven by 

n 

r • 
I QC I - iO(YI - Yl 

1·1 

The correlation coeffiCient, r, takes values In the ranlle -I, + 1. A 

positlva correlation coefficient Indicates that larlle values of one 

variable are associated with larlle values of the other, while a nellative 
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correlation coefficient indicates that the relatlonslup IS Inverse. The 

absolute value of the coefficient Indicates the -strenllth- of the 

association. thllt Is the dellree to which vllrllltlon In one vllrlllble Is 

relllted to vllrllltion In the other The coefficient can be used to 

compare the strenllth of the relationship between two pairs of vllrlables 

The correllltion coefficient Is directly relllted to the coefficient of 

determination In re~esslon analysl. where r - R. 

8.9.2 TesUnl hyPothesis 

We lire frequently Interested In testll\l( the hypothesiS thllt the popullltlon 

correllltlon coefficient Is zero. I.e thllt there Is no linear rellltlonshlp 

between the two vllrlllbles 

Under 11 certllln IIssumptlon (I.e thllt the plllrs of mellSurements follow a 

blvllriate normal distribution) the test StlltiStiC Is 

Under the null hypothesis this statistic follows 11 t -distribution with 

n - 2 dellrees of freedom 

8.9.3 Comp.tblll correlation coefficient .sblll SPSS-X 

In SPSS-X the correllltlon coefficient can be clllculllted uslnll the 

!!EGRESSION procedure or the PE.A.P.50N CO!tll procedure. The let ter !nab!e5 

us to print 11 matrix of the observed correllltlon coefficient between every 

plllr of vllrlllbles mentioned. 
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Ex-mple 8.6 

Variables considered 

MATHII Maths test score at ale 11 

MATHI6 Maths test score at ale 16 

READll Readin. comprehension test 

READ16 Readln. comprehension test 

ATTEN16 Child's school attendance at 

DRAW7 Draw-a-man score at ale 7 

score .t a.e 11 

score at a.e 16 

a.e 16 

We consider the association between several variables. all of them related 

to educatIon 

The output of the SPSS-X prolram which Is displayed In job 8.6 contains A 

mat rill of observed correlation coefficients between every pair of 

variables: and the P-volue for testin& the hypothesis that the population 

correlation coefficient Is zero 

spss-x PROGRAM 

nnE "JOB 8.6" 

FILE HANDLE NCDS 

GET FILEooNCDS 

PEARSON CORA MA11IU, MA11IJ6, READU. READJ6, AT1l:NJ6. DRAW7 

FINISH 
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8.9.4 Comments concemlnl the correlation coefficient 

(1) 11 hlllh correlation coefficient does not necessarily Indicate that 

two-variables are related as there mlllht be a thIrd variable whIch IS 

associated with both variables 

(2) The correlation coefficient can be mlsleadlrtll when the relationship 

between the two random variables Is not linear 

8.10 EXERCISE 

This ellerClse IS an extention of ellample 8 5 Conduct a rellression 

analYSIS where the dependent varIable IS REIIDT 16 and the Independent one 

IS READ 11 and report your findings. In the report address yourself to 

the fol1owinll· the estimated parameters, the fit of the model and the 

appropnateness of the assumptIons made. 
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CHAPTER IX 

MUL TIV ARIA TE ANAL VSIS 

9.1 IN11IODUCTION 

In chllpters 7 and 8 we anlllysed 11 dependent vllrll!lble mellsured on lit lellst 

an lnterve! ~c!!!e In the slmp!e regression mode! W4! L"lilly:cd the 

effects of one continuous Independent vllrlllble. In the one way anlllysls 

of Vllrlance the effects of one cllteaorllll vllrlllble clllled IIlso 11 fllctor, 

were of Interest. 

Both models can be extended and combined The extension of a reares!llOn 

model so that It Includes two or more (continuous) Independent variables 

IS called multiple rearesslon The extension of the analY!lls of variance 

so thllt It Includes n factors IS clllled n-wllY anlllysls of Vllrlance 

Interest IS focused on the effects of both cllteaorlal and continuous 

vllflllbles the analysis Is clllled anlllysls of COVllflance and the 

continuous vllrlable IS called COVllrlllte 

When 

All the three models - multiple rearesslon. n-wllY anlllysls of vllrlance and 

anlllysls of covllliance - lire too compllcllted to be described In 11 !lhort 

and compllct wily. A full and comprehensive deSCription IS beyond the 

scope of this tellt We, therefore devote to every topic an example and 11 

relllted SPSS-X program 
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9.2 MUL TIPLE REGRESSION 

Examp le 9.1 

Vaflabln cOD!!Idered 

NEARNPW 

MATH16 

HIGHQUAL 

WORKHRS 

UNEMTIME 

SEX 

Net eamlnas per week lit lIae 23 

Maths test score at aae 1 6 

Hlahest educational qualification at aae 23 

Current Job hours of work at aae 23 

Total months ever unemployed 

Sex of child 

A considerable amount of research has been devoted In the last decade to 

the Issue of unemployment. For this example we consider the effects of 

the lenath of unemployment, the level of qualifications and the Maths test 

score (ase 16) on net weekly eamlnas. In the lInalysls we Include only 

those Individuals who were In full-time employment at aae 23. The 

analysis IS done separately for males and females. 

The dependent yarlable (Y) Is NEARNPW. The Independent yarlables are' 

UNEMTIME (XI) HIGHQUAL (X:z.l and MATH16 (X~. The model Is 

where a, PI' 1'2' and p] are the mode!"s parlllIleters and the 

assumptions concemlna the error terms (E'S) are lIS in the simple 

resresslon model 

An examination of the observed distribution of the yarlable NEARNPW, the 

dependent variable, reveals that the distribution Is skewed and does not 
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resemble the shape of the normal curve The 10aanUuIlIc transformation 

15 used to overcome this problem when analyslna the females (note the 

outllers when analysma the males). 

In the analysis we mlaht be Interested In some or all the followlna 

Issues 

Is there a linear relationship between the dependent variable and the 

mdependent vanables? 

Estimation of the model parameters 

Testmg the hypothesis that a certain parameter 15 equal to zero 

Determmlna the aoodness of fit of the model 

Determmma the relative Importance of each Independent vanable 

Checklna the appropriateness of the model's asslDDptlons. 

The output of the SPSS-X proaram displayed In Job 9.1 Will help us In the 

analYSIS and m Bnswerma many of these questions 



SPSS-X PROGRAM 

TITI.E "JOB 9.1" 

FILE HANDLE NCDS 

GET FILE-NCDS 

SELECT IF (SEX EQ 2) 
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SELECT IF ~ORKHRS GT 29) 

COMPU1l: NEARNPW- LN(NEARNPW) 

FREQUENCIES VAR- NEARNPWI 

HISTOGRAMI 

FORMAT- NOTABLE 

PEARSON CORR NEARNPW. HIGHQUAL. UNEMTINE. MAnU6 

REGRESSION VAR- NEARNPW. HIGHQUAL. UNEMTINE. MATH161 

DEPENDENT- NEARNPWI 

FINISH 

S1l:PWISEI 

RESIDUALS- SIZE (SMALL) HISTOGRAM. (ZRESID)I 

SCAT1l:RPLOT- (00ItES. aPRED) 

In the REGRESSION procedure we used the subcommand STEPWISE Stepwlse 15 

a procedure for selectlnl Independent variables to the mode\. With a 

liven set of Independent variables one can construct a variety of 

regression models. There are some conunonly used procedures for selectlnl 

the variables. stepwise. forward and backward are examples of such 

procedures Generally In stepwise selection the first variable 

considered for entry Into the model is the one with the larlest (positive 

or nelatlve) correlation wl th the dependent variable. The second 

variable considered for entry into the model is the one with the larlest 
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correlation with the dependent vllrlllble while adJUstlna: for the effect of 

the first Independent vllrlllble and so on 

9,3 TWO WAY ANALYSIS or VARIANCE 

Example 9,2 

Vllrlllbles considered 

PARINT7 

TENURE I I 

READ I I 

Pllrentlll Interest In child's educlltlon lit lIa:e 7 

HouslnS tenure lit ase I I 

Relldlna: comprehension test score lit lIa:e II 

The NCDS datll show that pllrental Interest In the child's education (at aa:e 

7) varies There are only 19 couples who were over concerned while 194 

couples showed very little Interest An Interestlna: question IS whether 

the level of pllrentlll Interest affects the child's attainments at 11 lilt er 

aa:e, for eXlllIlple hiS re.dlnS ability lit IIse II 

School IIttlllnments lire hla:hly related to social clllss or tenure, 

therefore, we will consider the effects of both tenure (aa:e I 1) and 

pllrental Interest (ace 7) on the relldlns test score lit ace 11. 

The followlna: questions are of Interest 

Is tenure related to relldlna: score? 

Is p.rental Interest relllted to relldlna: score? 
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tenure? 

Eshmatlnll t he mean readlnll te!lt !lcore for each catellory of parental 

Interest, with and without adjustment for tenure 

The !ltati!ltlcal procedure u!led to answer !luch questlon!l IS 2 - way 

variance model de!lcrlbed In chapter 7 

Allaln, an analysis of variance table Is constructed by the decomposition 

of variation The table IS u!led to test different hypotheses concemlnll 

the population 

The model assumptions are similar to those In the one-way model, that 

IS nonnallty and homollmelty of the variance We al!lo a!lsume that both 

vanables (paiEiitaJ Interest a.'"1d tenure) are cor~ld2rC!d as fixed.. 

The output of the SPSS-X prolTBm displayed In Job 9 2 Includes the 

relevant analysis of variance table, adjusted and unadjusted mean readlnll 

test scores as well as histollram to check the appropriateness of the 

assumption of nonnallt y 



SPSS-X PROGRAM 

TI1l.E "JOB 9.2" 

FILE HANDLE NCDS 

GET FILE-NCDS 
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RECODE TENUREll (3. 4 - 3) (S - 4) (6 - -i) 

FREQUENCIES VAR- READHI FORMAT- NOTABLEI HISTOGRAM 

ANOVA READH BY TENUREll (i, 4) PARINT7 (1, 7) 

STATISTICS I, 3 

FINISH 

9.4 ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE 

Examp le 9.3 

Variables considered 

HT23 Helsht at 8se 23 In cm 

PAHT 

CURRSOC 

SEX 

Fllther'!! helllht In Inche!! 

SocllIl cia!!!! of current Job lit ase 23 

Sex of child 

In chapter 7 eXllDlple 7 1, we analysed difference!! III male helsht amons 

different socllIl classes. We concluded that It IS rllther unlikely that 

men III the four social class clltellones have on averllse, the slllTle helllht 

In chapter 8, eXllDlple 8 2. we analysed the relationship between fathers' 

and !!ons' helsht and concluded thllt !!ome 201. of the vanatlon In mllle 

helsht can be explained by the father's helllht 
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We will now consider again the question of differences In male height 

between different social classes but this time after adjusting for the 

father's height 

The statistical procedure which can be used to answer such a question IS 

.... alysls of covarlance, Generally. regression procedures are used to 

remove variation In the dependent variable (hell(ht) due to the covarlate 

(father's hell(ht) and an analYSIS of variance Is then performed on the 

"correlated" scores The dependent variable Is HT23. the covarlate IS 

PAHT and the factor Is CURRSOC 

We assume that the interaction between father's hell(ht and SOCial class IS 

zero A test of thiS assumption can be performed uSing the SPSS-X MANOVA 

procedure 

The output of the SPSS-X prol(ram displayed In job 9,3 Includes the 

followlnl(' 

An analySIS of variance table for a model which Includes the SOCial 

class catel(ory and the 'ather's hell(ht (as a covanate), 

A multiple claSSification analysis (MCA) which presents for each social 

class catel(ory both the unadjusted and the adjusted deviations from the 

the I(rand mean, (The adjustment Is done for the covarlate), 



SPSS-X PROGRAM 

TIn.E "JOB 9.3" 

FILE HANDLE NCDS 

GET FILE-NCDS 

SELECT IF (SEX EO 1) 

SELECT IF (HT23 LT 300) 
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RECODE CURRSOC (1. 2 • 1) (3 • 2) (4 • 3) (S. 6. 7 • 4) 

ANOVA HT23 BY CURRSOC (1. 4) WI11I PAHTI 

STATISTICS 1 

FINISH 
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APPPENDIX A 

A.l VARIABLE ~I9T 

A list of variAble nAmes and labels. 

VARIAB~E LABELS SEX 
NATIONO 
BIRTHWT 
MASMOKE 
MAHT 
PAHT 
PASCO 
READ7 
DRAW7 
PARINT7 
HTll 
HTll 
READll 
MATH11 
TENURE 11 
NKIDS11 
CROWD16 
READ16 
READT16 
MATH16 
ATTEN16 
L1KESI6 
SCHL Tl6 
HT23 
LEFTED 
HIGHGlUAL 
WORKHRS 
NEARNPW 
GEARNPW 
CURRSOC 
UNEMTIME 
VOTED 

Sex of child 
Nation At bl rth 
Child's wel~ht at birth In grAms 
Whether mother smoked In pregnancy 
Mother's height In Inches 
FAther's height In Inche. 
Father's SOCIAl ClASS At child's birth 
Southgate readln~ score at age 7 
Draw-a-man score at Age 7 
PArental Intere.t In child'. edUCAtion At Age 7 
Child's height At Age 11 In cm 
Child's wel~ht At a~e 11 In kgs 
ReAdln~ comprehenSion test score at Age 11 
MAthematics test score at a~e 11 
Housing tenure at A~e 11 
No of children under 21 In family at Age 11 
Number of persons per room at Age 16 
Readln~ comprehenSion test score at Age 16 
TrAnsformed reading comprehenSion test score at age 16 
MathemAtlcl test score at age 16 
Child's school Attendance At Age 16 
I do not like school At age 16 
School type at age 16 
Height At 23 In cm 
A~e completed FT edUCAtion (month no) 
Highest edUCAtionAl qUAlification At Age 23 
Current job hours of work at age 23 
Net earnings per week (fro~ mAin Job) at age 23 
Gross eArnings per week (from mAin Job) at Age 23 
SOCial class of current (or lAst) Job At Age 23 
Total months ever unemployed 
Party voted for In 1979 generAl election 

The data .et also Includes An Additional VAriAble the ID number (referred 
to also as CASEID) which IS used as An identifier. 
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A.2 A DETAILED VARIABLE LIST 

Vanable names, codes and bnef descnpttons 

SEX 

NATIONO 

BIRTHWT 

MASMOKE 

MAHT 

PAHT 

PASCO 

READ7 

Sex of child 
Cl) Male 
(2) Female 

( - 1 ) No answer 

Nation at birth 
(1) EnlJland 
(2) Wales 
(3j Scotiand 

( - J) No answer 

Child's weight lit birth In grams 
RanlJe 1106 - 5330 
( - 1) No answer 

Whether mother smoked In pregnancy 
Cl) Nonsmoker 
(2) ! to 4 (blllv ----I 

(3) S to 9 dally 
(4) 10 to 14 dllily 
(5) IS to 19 dlllly 
(6) 20 to 24 dally 
(7) 2S to 29 dally 
(8) 30 or more dally 
(9) Varies 

(-1) No answer 

Mother's hellJht In Inches (self reported) 
RanlJe 54 - 72 
(-1) No answer 

Fllther's hellJht In Inches (reported by mother) 
RanlJe SO - 76 
(- J) No answer 

Fllther's SOclll! class lit child's birth 
(I) Professional 
(2) Intermediate 
(3) Skilled non-manual 
(4) Skilled mllIlual 
(5) SemI-skilled 
(6) Unskilled 

( - J) No answer 

SouthlJllte relldlnlJ test score lit IIge 7 
RanlJe 0 - 30 
(-1) No answer 



DRAW7 

PARINT7 

HTlI 

WTlI 

READ11 

MATHII 

TENURE I I 

NKIDSII 

CROWD I 6 
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Drllw -II-man score lit IIse 7 
Ranse 0 - 47 
(-I) No answer 
(- 2) Not educlltional 

Pllrental Interest In chIld's educlltlon lit IIse 7 
(1) Both over concerned 
(2) Both very Interested 
(3) Both little Interested 
(4) lover concerned 1 very Interes ted 
(5) lover concerned 1 not very Interested 
(6) 1 very Interested 1 not very Interested 
(7) Either little Interested 
(8) Other comblnlltions 

( - I) No answer 

Child's helaht lit IIse 11 In cm 
Ranae 11 2 - 1 70 
(-1) No answer 

Child's welaht lit IIse II In kss 
Ranae 22 7 - 77 I 
( - 1) No answer 

Readlna comprehension test score at aae II 
Ranse 0 - 34 
(-I) No III'ISwer 

Mllthematics test score at ase II 
Ranae 0 - 40 
(-1) No answer 

Houslna tenure at aae 11 
(I) Owner occupier 
(2) CouncIl tenant 
(3) Private rented - unfurnished 
(4) Private rented - furnished 
(5) Tied to occupation 
(6) Other 

( -I) No answer 

Number of children under 21 In the family, at Ilae II 
Actulll number (Ranae 1 - 8) 

(9) Nine or more children 
( -I) No answer 

Number of persons per room Ilt aae I 6 
(I) Up to 1 
(2) Over I and up to 1.5 
(3) Over 1.5 and up to 2 
(4) Over 2 

( -1) No iU\SWer 



READ16 

READT16 

MATH16 

ATTEN16 

LIKES16 

SCHl. T 16 

HT23 

LEFTED 
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Relldlni comprehension test score at age 16 
Ranie 3 - 35 
(-1) No answer 

Trlll1sformed reading comprehension test score at aie 16 
RlIl1ie -2 57 - +249 
(-99) No answer 

Mathematics test score at aae 16 
RlIl1ge 0 - 31 
( - 1 ) No answer 

Child's school attendlll1ce at age 16 
Percentage of attendlll1ce In Autumn term 1 973 
( - 1 ) No answer 
(-2) No answer 

I do not like school - at aae 16 
(1) Very true 
(2) Partly true 
(3) Cannot say 
(4) Partly untrue 
(5) Not t rue at all 

(-1) No answer 

School type at aae 1 6 
(1) Comprehensive 
(2) Grammar 
(3) Secondary modem 
(4) Independent and direct arant 
(5) Other 

(-1) No answer 

Helaht at aae 23 In cm 
Ranae 137 16 - 22606 
(-1) No answer 

Aae completed FT education 
Aae In months the respondent left full-time continuous education 
RlIl1ge 1 82 - 307 
(-1) No answer 



HIGHQUAL 

WORKHRS 

NEARNPW 

GEARNPW 

CURRSOC 

UNEMTIME 
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Hillhest educational qualification at alle 23 
( 1) Hlllher dellree 
(2) Dellree 
(3) Teacher 
(4) Hlllher technical 
(5) Nurse 
(6) At least 2 A levels 
(7) 1 A level or ONC. TEC 
(8) 5 0 levels or crafh 
(9) 0 levels and some other formal qualification (e 11. RSA) 

(10) 0 levels only 
(11) No 0 level but some other formal qualification (e.lI. RSA) 
(12) ApprentIceshIp 
(13) Forelllll 
(14) Other 
(15) None 
( - 1 ) No answer 

Current job hours of work at alle 23 
RBnlle 6 - 99 
(-2) Varies 
(-1) No answer 

Net earnlnlls per week from main job at alle 23 In pO\D"lds 
Ranlle 4 00 to 400.00 
(-1) No answer 

GroS!! earnings per week from main Job at alle 23 In pO\D"lds 
Ranlle 4.00 - 500.00 
(-1) No answer 

SOCial 
(l) 

(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7J 

(-1) 

class of current or last job at alle 23 
Professional 
Intermediate 
Skilled non-manual 
Skilled manual 
Semi-skilled non-manual 
Semi-skilled manual 
Unskilled 
No answer 

Total months ever unemployed up to alle 23 
Renlle 0 - 86 
(-1) No answer 
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VOTED Party voted for In the 1979 liIeneral election 
(I) Conservative 
(2) Labour 
(3) Liberal 
(4) Social Democrat 
(5) Welsh National 
(6) Scots National 
(7) National Front 
(8) Communist 
(9) SWP 

(10) WRP 
(11 ) Other 
(97) Refused 
(98) Don't know (Don't remember) 
(99) Old not vote 
(-1) No answer 
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Table 8.4(1): 5 per cent points of the F-Distribution 
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1 INTRODOCTION TO THE TEACHING DATA SET 

The NCDS Sociology Teaching Data Set has been developed in 
order to give undergraduate sociology students a practical 
introduction to sociology. The teaching set has been 
organised around the theme of stratification in society, and 
has been designed in order to allow students to explore for 
themselves some of the elements of structural inequality. 

The Teaching Data Set is a subset of the full National Child 
Development Study, and contains variables from the original 
perinatal study, and later sweeps when the cohort was aged 7, 
11, 16 and 23 years (see General Introduction for more 
details) . 

Why use a teaching data set? 

a) To teach students about stratification in society. The 
teaching data set can be used as an adjunct to theoretical 
teaching. It shows that apparently abstract concepts, such 
as stratification and inequality, are empirically 
researchable. 

b) To train students to look at methodology and data as 
potential contributors to sociological theory. The NCDS 
Teaching data set in particular shows how access to 
longitudinal data allows longitudinal analysis of class and 
the development of the concept of class trajectories. 

c) To provide practical training in quantitative social 
research. Through the NCDS Teaching data set, students can 
learn basic computing skills, and some simple data analytic 
techniques. 

d) The NCDS Teaching data set introduces students to the 
idea of research through the secondary analysis of existing 
data sets. This is a growing area of social research. 
Specifically, students are introduced to the NCDS as an 
available source of longitudinal data. 

How to use it 

The teaching data set assumes no prior knowledge of computing 
or quantitative research methods on the part of the student. 
The exercises are derived with the undergraduate sociology 
student in mind. The data sets are supplied in the form of 
SPss-x system files, and the exercises have been written for 
use with SPSS-X, but could be adapted to other statistical 
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packages, such as P-STAT or SAS. These exercises are only 
intended to be illustrative; students may wish to undertake 
different analyses or use different techniques. 

The Codebook supplied with the exercises introduces the data 
set to the student. Each variable is briefly described and 
frequencies given. Also included are some explanatory notes 
on using SPSS-X. 

Guide to sections 

The exercises have been divided into seven sections, each 
dealing with a different aspect of social inequality, as 
follows: 

Occupational Class 
Gender . 
Education 
Inter-generational Mobility 
Intra-generational Mobility 
Housing 
Class Identification 

On each topic exercises are proposed which begin to address 
some of the theoretical and methodological problems~ The aim 
is to encourage students to question some of the standard 
ways in which class and inequality are conceived~ and to 
re-assess the use of basic indicators of inequality. 

Occupational class is examined first. The difficulties of 
using this measure as an indicator of ~nequality among young 
people are shown. Gender inequalities both between men and 
women and among women are addressed in the next section, and 
some e~amples of inequalities and the reasons they exist are 
indicated through the exercises. The section on education 
shows differential access to educational opportunity and the 
extent to which inequalities relating to gender and class of 
origin can be overcome through educational achievement. 

In the next two sections inter-generational and 
intra-generational class mobility are explored, and class 
transmission is revealed as a complicated process. Class 
careers of families over three generations, and of 
individuals over sixteen years are examined in consecutive 
sections. 

Finally, the exercises end with an examination of some of the 
social outcomes of stratification. First, housing tenure is 
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examined, both in terms of housing trends between 1958 and 
1974, and in terms of the housing "careers" of the cohort and 
their parents. Then, class identification is briefly 
addressed through analysis of 'the voting behaviour of the 
cohort and their membership of trade unions. 

The importance of longitudinal data is shown through the 
exercises concerned with social mobility and with housing 
trends. The exercises suggest that cross-sectional data may 
only provide a partial picture and the processes underlying 
current behaviour should still be recognised. The social 
scientist who lacks access to longitudinal data can thus 
still take account of the social processes which are 
continually taking place and which affect the cross-sectional 
picture of society which is more generally studied. 

2 STRATIFICATION IN SOCIETY 

The concept of social stratification is a central theme in 
sociology. It is used to describe the structure of 
inequality, and to define the position of the individual or 
group within this structure. In industrial societies, 
inequalities of access to wealth and power may be associated 
with a number factors: social class, gender and race are 
three. In non-industrial societies, power and prestige may 
be more associated with age. In general, it might be said 
that society is stratified along different dimensions, which 
inter-relate. There are problems when we attempt to 
indentify the dimensions of stratification, and when we try 
to determine the relationship between them. 

It is impossible to provide more than a brief overview of 
some of the issues in the few pages available. We shall 
consider only some of the issues concerning the concept and 
measurement of social class, and gender inequalities. 

Most studies of social inequality are based on social class. 
The measurement of social class is a preoccupation of many 
sociologists but should always be seen as leading towards a 
more meaningful understanding of the social structure rather 
than towards a rigid categorisation. The meaning of social 
class in its widest context should constantly be informing 
the analysis of class in the narrower confines of the 
occupational structure. 

In the United States, high levels of social mobility led 
liberal sociologists like Blau and Duncan (1967) to conclude 
that social stratification was far from rigid, as Marx had 
suggested, and that the mobility in American society would 
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eventually lead to universalism, or social equality. Social 
class is thus treated as a question of achievement rather 
than ascription. Marxist and Weberian explanations of 
stratification have generally been rejected in favour of a 
schema which produces a hierarchical ordering of 
socio-economic groups along a continuum, with no implication 
of a class struggle, or even division between manual and 
non-manual workers ("non-egalitarian classnessness", 
according to Ossowski, 1963). 

Most European analyses of stratification tend to emphasise 
the rigidity rather than fluidity of the class structure. 
Post Marxist analyses of class stress the relationship 
between labour and capital, but many also emphasise the 
juxtaposition of manual and non-manual occupational classes. 
Some Marxian class analysis therefore sees manual and 
non-manual workers in opposition to one another, rather than 
as part of the same hierarchy. E.O. Wright (1976) has 
extended the definition of the capitalist class to include 
managers, who have power over the working class though they 
do not own capital, while manual and other non-manual workers 
form the proletariat. He has been criticised for paying 
undue attention to the class affiliation of intermediate 
non-manual workers, by Goldthorpe (1980) who points out that 
this is a highly mobile and fluctuating group. 

Most British approaches to ~lass analysis produce a roughly 
hierarchical ordering of social class according to 
socio-economic criteria, on the basis (following Weber) that 
the categories reflect life chances. There is some agreement 
among sociologists about the relatively stable upper and 
lower ends of the occupational hierarchy (professions and 
senior managers at the top, and unskilled manual workers at 
the bottom), but disagreement over the treatment of the more 
mobile intermediate classes. Hall and Jones (1950) perceive 
junior non-manual workers to be in a lower position than 
foremen but on the same level as skilled manual workers. 
Goldthorpe (1980) on the other hand, defines four distinct 
intermediate classes (clerical workers, small shopkeepers, 
foremen and skilled manual workers) movement between which 
would not constitute upward mobility. Broadly, as Heath 
(1981) points out, class schemata vary according to the use 
to which they are to be applied, as well as to theoretical 
considerations. 

In the relative national prosperity on the 1950s and 1960s, 
the improved situation of the working class led many people 
to believe that class divisions were decreasing, as the 
working class became members of the bourgeoisie. The 
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occupational structure was changing, and more people were 
entering white collar work; the 1948 Education Act led to 
greater educational opportunities for many. The traditional 
working class appeared to be in decline. The Oxford Mobility 
Study of the "Affluent Worker" tested the embourgeoisement 
theory, and found little evidence that the manual workers in 
their study shared the values and attitudes of the middle 
class (Goldthorpe et al., 1967). 

Social Mobility 

The study of social mobility attempts to determine the degree 
of openness of the class structure. If the class structure 
is open, then rates of social mobility will be high, while if 
the class structure is relatively closed, classes will be 
more stable. There are two main elements to social mobility, 
both of which must be examined if conclusions about the class 
structure, and prospects for change, are to be drawn: 
intergenerational social mobility, the extent to which social 
class is transmitted from one generation to another, and 
intragenerational social mobility, which describes class 
careers during an individual's life course. 

What are the routes to upward social mobility? Heath (1981) 
and Goldthorpe (1980) have suggested three main routes to the 
higher classes in society: inheritance of privilege, 
education, and promotion from the shop floor. Direct 
inheritance of privilege occurs rarely in the present day, 
and class of origin is more-likely to affect social class 
destination in indirect ways, such as through education, 
health and housing. The educational route is perhaps the 
chief means through which the working class may gain upward 
mobility. Achievement through work careers can help those of 
both classes of origin to gain social mobility 
intra-generationally. Access to the various routes to upward 
mobility varies, though. 

Women and Class Theory 

It is only in recent years that any serious attempt has been 
made to incorporate women into class theory directly. 
Hitherto, social class was only seen as ascribed to a woman 
through her father's or husband's occupational class, and the 
woman's own occupational class was not considered to be of 
sociological interest. Women have thus been excluded from 
most studies of social mobility and social class on the 
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grounds that they are economically dependent on their 
husbands even if they work (there has been little 
consideration of the possibility that husbands may be equally 
dependent upon them) and that gender differences tend to 
underline class differences rather than cut across them 
(Goldthorpe, 1980; Westergaard and Resler, 1975). 

Erik Olin Wright's (1978) position was not dissimilar, though 
his comments are restricted 'to housewives and do not include 
women in the paid labour force. He considered that 
housewives held a "contradictory class location" since their 
class interests were essentially those of their husband, the 
worker and "that the sexual division of labour does not 
create a division of fundamental class interests between 
husbands and their housewives". 

The suggestion that the class fates of women are determined 
by their menfolk has only recently been more fully debated. 
There has been criticism of intellectual sexism among 
sociologists (see Oakley, 1974; Delphy, 1981), which is 
likely to influence both orientation to research and 
findings. In contrast, others have shown that a woman's own 
occupational class crucially affects fertility and voting 
behaviour (He~th and Britten, 1984). Studies of the domestic 
division of labour have highlighted the inequalities within 
the home (J. Pahl,1983). 

Whether gender inequalities cross-cut social class 
inequalities or occur within the class structure is an issue 
widely debated in the present day. Much of the debate 
concerns the division of labour in the home, and the 
recognition of housework as unpaid work. If housewives are 
not to be ascribed a social class according to their 
husband's occupational class, then it becomes necessary, 
among women who are not in paid work, to assign them to an 
occupational class on the basis of their work in the home. 

Our concern here, however, is with the position of women in 
the labour market, since most women in the NCDS are in paid 
employment at 23 years rather than full-time housewives. It 
is not the division of labour in the home which we shall be 
examining, though expectations of marriage and having 
children may lead women to have lower expectations of work 
careers than men. 

Suggested General Reading 

Beechey, V. and Whitelegg, E. (eds) (1986) Women in Britain 
Today, Open University Press. 
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Dex, S. (1985) The Sexual Division of Work, Wheatsheaf Books. 

Giddens, A. and MacKenzie, G. (eds) (1982) Social Class and 
The Division of Labour, Cambridge University Press. 

Haralambos, M. (ed.) (1985) Sociology: New Directions 
Causeway Press. 

O'Donnell, M. (1983) New Introductory Reader in Sociology, 
Harrap. 

Worsley, P. (ed.) (1987) The New Introducing Sociology, 
Penguin Books 

3 OCCUPATIONAL CLASS 

There have been a number of schema of occupational class. 
The first originated in 1911 with the Registrar General's 
Classification which attempts to group people according to 
their levels of occupational skill. The most common current 
classification is by OPCS socio-economic groups, which aims 
to bring together people with jobs of similar social and 
economic status (OPCS, 1980). 

occupational class in the NCDS 1981 Sweep is based on the 
OPCS socio-economic group of the cohort's current (1981) or 
iast job. Those who have never been in paid employment 
therefore have no socio-economic group or occupational class 
assigned to them. This is an important point. In fact, 
among the NCDS cohort, few have never held a job, since 
unemployment among school leavers was relatively low in the 
mid-seventies when they left education, in contrast to the 
situation currently. The study of a cohort of school leavers 
in the mid 1980s, would have to consider alternative 
indicators of social class, including the possibility of 
assigning all those who have never been employed to a 
separate class or consider them as marginal to the class 
structure of society. This is not necessary for the current 
NCDS data. 

There are considerable problems with the relevance of these 
occupational class schema for women. They were developed for 
men and reflect the male occupational structure. Women tend 
to be concentrated in junior non-manual and semi-skilled 
manual work, and under-represented in some other groups. 
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Table 3.1 Occupational Cl ••• Schema 

occupational 
Class 

1 Higher 
Professional 

Socio-Economic 
Group 

3, 4 

2 Intermediate Non-manual 1, 2, 
& Lower Professionals 5*, 13 

3 Junior 5*, 6* 
Non-Manual 

4 Skilled 8,9 
Manual 12,14 

5 Semi-Skilled 6*, 7, 
workers, Manual 10, 15 
packers 

6 Unskilled 11 
Manual 

Examples of 
Occupations 

Accountants, lawyers, 
medical practitioners 

Managers, self-employed, 
teachers, nurses 

Office supervisors, 
typists, clerks 

Foremen, drivers, 
craftsmen, skilled 
production workers 

Personal service 
shop assistants, 

Labourers, cleaners 

* Shop assistants have been grouped with semi-skilled manual 
workers, and .lower professionals with int~rmediate non-manual 
workers in order to create a class schema which is more 
meaningful for the study of women and young people. 

Research Questions 

How well can young workers be categorised according to their 
occupational class? While occupational class may provide a 
good indicator of the position of older adults in the social 
structure, for example in terms of their life chances, their 
social status, is this the case for young people? (Jones, 
1986b) 

One way to begin to examine this question is to look at the 
extent of heterogeneity within occupational classes. Who 
occupies the different occupational classes? If occupational 
class is the most important indicator of life chances for the 
NCDS cohort, then classes might be expected to be fairly 
homogeneous in other respects. The greater the heterogeneity 
of class composition, the more likely it is that other 
factors are present which may influence life chances. 
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The following exercise examines this. The analysis will show 
whether the young working class and middle class are 
homogeneous groupings. Analysis will be by class of origin, 
current occupational class and gender and will show the 
extent of heterogeneity in each group. To what extent is 
occupational class likely to be a reliable measure of social 
class in youth? Might other indicators such as class of 
origin and gender also be needed for an analysis of 
inequality? 

Variables Needed: 

SEX 
CLASS 
PACLASS 

Sex of Respondent 
Occupational Class at 23 years 
Father's Occupational Class 1974 or 1969 

Suggested Analysis: 

Exercise 3.1: Occupational Class distributions by gender 

Are classes equally occupied by men and women, or are some 
classes dominated by one sex? The following crosstabulation 
of occupational class by sex will show the extent of gender 
segregation in the occupational structure. 

CROSSTABS CLASS BY SEX 
OPTIONS 4 

Can you see and account for any gender differences in class 
composition? They are explored more fully in later 
exercises. 

Exercise 3.2: Heterogeneity of Class of Origin 

To what extent does current occupational class at 23 years 
reflect class of origin? Doesinter-generational stability 
occur equally within the manual and non-manual classes? Is 
there homogeneity of class of origin within current 
occupational classes? 

(Note: In two-way tables, we can examine the way in which 
the dependent variable varies according to the categories of 
the independent variable. In three-way tables, where a . 
control variable is used, we examine variation in the 
dependent variable according to the categories of the 
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independent variable, by eliminating the effects of a third 
variable which may be influencing the relationship with the 
first two). 

Crosstabulate class by father's class by sex. Then do a 
further analysis, crosstabulating father's class by 
respondent's occupational class by sex. The first tables 
will show class destinations and the second tables will show 
class origins. Since the occupational class structure varies 
by age and gender, some variation between father's class and 
son's or daughter's class is to be expected. Obtain 
standardised residuals from a model of no association for 
each table. This procedure is a means of controlling for the 
different marginal distributions (for respondent's class and 
father's class). Residuals of more than 2 or less than -2 
are considered significant. 

a) CROSSTABS CLASS BY PACLASS BY SEX 
OPTIONS 4 16 

These tables show class destinations. Do people have equal 
chances of entering each occupational class, regardless of 
their class of origin? 

b) CROSSTABS PACLASS BY CLASS BY SEX 
OPTIONS 4 16 

These table show class origins of current occupants of 
occupational classes. Does class membership occur among 
people of the same class of origin or is there no association 
between current occupational class and class of origin? 

Which classes are the most homogeneous and which the most 
heterogeneous in terms of class of origin? 

Exercise 3.3 

Does upward mobility equal downward mobility in the above 
tables? Measure upward or downward mobility as movement by 
one class or more from class of origin, in the class 
destination tables. The best way to do this is to draw the 
leading diagonal (those in the same class as their fathers), 
sum the cell counts and work out the percentage of the total 
table count. Then sum the cell counts for the triangle top 
right of the diagonal (these are the upwardly mobile) and 
work out what percentage they are of the total table count. 
Finally do the same for the lower left triangle (the 
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downwardly mobile). Then you can compare upward and downward 
mobility across the tables. Does upward mobility equal 
downward mobility? If not, can you account for this? 

These introductory exercises have shown that occupational 
class is only one dimension of stratification in society. In 
the following exercises, we shall examine other class 
indicators and look more closely at social mobility. 
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4. GENDER 

Gender inequality is a major dimension of stratification in 
society. Gender inequalities in the labour market can be 
seen in the gender segregation of occupations, and the lower 
prestige and pay of many occupations typically held by women. 
Women's position in the labour market is, however, crucially 
affected by the sexual division of labour in the home. Woman 
are seen as responsible for child care and housework, and 
these gender-related domestic roles affect their labour 
market participation. Women with children, particularly 
young ones, are thus more likely to be out of the paid labour 
force, or in part-time work. 

Research Questions 

Does gender inequality occur within class or do class 
divisions occur within the gender structure of society? What 
is the extent of inequality between women? Is there more 
inequality between working class women and middle class 
women, for example, than there is between men and women 
within the middle class or within the working class? 

Variables Needed: 

SEX 
CLASS 
PACLASS 
EARNINGS 
EMPSTAT 
WORKHRS 
MARITAL 
CHILDREN 
EDLAGE 
education 

Sex of respondent 
Occupational Class at 23 years 
Father's Occupational Class 1974 or 1969 
Respondent's Hourly Income 
Employment Status 
Hours of Work 
Marital Status 
Number of Children 
Age in years left full-time continuous 

Suggested Analysis: 

Exercise 4.1: 

Exercise 3.1 has already shown that there are gender 
differences in the occupational class structure, suggesting 
that women have less access than men to jobs in the higher 
occupational classes. Perhaps this is because men obtain 
more educational qualifications than women. Is there 
equality of occupational opportunity among men and women with 
the same educational levels? Or does gender inequality 
over-ride educational ability? The following analysis will 
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show whether, when educational level is controlled for, men 
or women are more likely to be in the higher occupational 
classes (1 and 2) . 

By controlling for educational level, we can analyse class by 
gender within educational categories, and thus see whether, 
even among those of similar education, occupational class is 
still affected by gender. 

a) Decide where to dichotomise EDLAGE and recode 
accordingly. 

For example: 

RE CODE EDLAGE (15 THRU 17=1) (18 THRU HI=2) 

and add your own value labels. For example: 

VALUE LABELS EDLAGE 1 'under 18' 2 '18 or over' 

b) CROSSTABS CLASS BY SEX BY EDLAGE 
OPTIONS 4 

The above analysis will also show, however, that among the 
less educated, women are in a higher occupational class than 
men. While more men are in occupational Class 4 than any 
other occupational class, women are most often in 
Occupational Class 3. Does this mean that lack of education 
is less of a handicap for women than for men? This will be 
examined next. 

Exercise 4.2: Relative Earnings of Men and Women 

Should the occupational class structure be seen as a 
hierarchy, or are the intermediate classes, 3 and 4, far less 
clearly ordered? Exercise 2.1 showed that women are mainly 
in Class 3 while men are mainly in Class 4. Does this mean 
that women are advantaged in comparison with men? 

This exercise examines the characteristics of Classes 3 and 
4. Earnings can also be compared within the other 
occupational classes. Only those in paid employment are 
selected. 

First recode EARNINGS into two values. Then crosstabulate by 
class and sex. 
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SELECT IF (EMPSTAT EQ 
RE CODE EARNINGS ( 
VALUE LABELS EARNINGS 
CROSSTABS EARNINGS BY 
OPTIONS 4 

2) 
THRU =1) ( 
l' , 2 ' 
CLASS BY SEX 

, THRU =2) 

Is the manual/non-manual division as meaningful for women as 
it is for men? When incomes are compared, are male manual 
workers seen to earn more than female non-manual workers? 
Who earns most, a man in Class 4 or a woman in Class 3? 
Exercise 4.3: Intra-gender inequalities 

One of the main reasons why women are disadvantaged in the 
labour market, is because their working careers are 
interrupted by child-rearing. When they return to the labour 
market after having children, they are often in a lower 
occupational class than they were in before. The following 
exercise explores some of the reasons for this, and examines 
some within-gender inequalities which result from childbirth. 

Compare single, childless women with married women and women 
with children to show the effect of marriage and childbirth 
on women's occupational class. 

SELECT IF «SEX EQ 2) AND (EMPSTAT EQ 2)) 
CROSSTABS CLASS BY MARITAL, CHILDREN 
OPTIONS 4 

Is it marriage or having children which most affects women's 
class chances? 

Exercise 4.4: 

Repeat the above exercises for men: 

SELECT IF (SEX EQ 1) 

then as before. Do marriage and children have the same 
effect on men's occupational status? 

Exercise 4.5: The effect of gender roles in the home 

Gender inequalities in class and income may result from 
women's restricted participation in the labour force, due to 
their additional roles in the home. The working hours of 
women, especially with young children, may therefore account 
for many of the gender inequalities in the labour market. To 
what extent are gender inequalities in the labour market the 
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outcome of differences in working hours, and gender roles in 
the home. Do marriage and children affect labour market 
outcomes for men in the same way as they do for women? 

Among those with children and currently employed, what is the 
association between hours in paid work and current 
occupational class? What are the gender differences when 
hours of work are controlled for? 

a) SELECT IF «CHILDREN EO 1) AND (EMPSTAT EO 2» 
RECODE WORKHRS (1 THRU 29=1) (30 THRU HI=2) 
VALUE LABELS WORKHRS 1 'PART-TIME' 2 'FULL-TIME' 
CROSSTABS CLASS BY SEX BY WORKHRS 
OPTIONS 4 

If current class may be affected by working hours (and 
ultimately by gender roles in the home) will there still be 
gender differences in class distribution and earnings if 
respondents with children are excluded from the analysis? 

b) SELECT IF "«CHILDREN EO 0) AND (EMPSTAT EO 2» 
RECODE EARNINGS ( THRU =1) ( THRU =2)/ 

WORKHRS (1 THRU 29=1) (30 THRU HI=2)/ 
VALUE LABELS EARNINGS l' , 2' '/ 

WORKHRS 1 'PART-TIME' 2 'FULL-TIME'/ 
CROSSTABS EARNINGS BY SEX BY WORKHRS 
OPTIONS 4 

What do the results suggest? Is there gender inequality in 
class and earnings even between childless women and men? To 
what extent is gender inequality in the labour market the 
direct result of the division of labour, and gender roles, in 
the home? 
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5. EDUCATION 

The education system provides the major possibility of 
enhancing a person's life chances. The association between 
education and production is close enough for it to have been 
described as a "class-allocatory device" (Bernstein, 1975). 
Success in the educational sphere will often be followed by 
success in the occupational sphere, sometimes involving 
upward class mobility. Conversely, lack of educational 
success may lead to low prestige work and downward social 
mobility. In general, though, because educational 
opportunities vary by social class, the education system is 
more likely to help perpetuate social inequalities, as "an 
integral element in the reproduction of the prevailing class 
structure of society" (Bowles and Gintis, 1976). 

Research Questions 

The exercises will examine educational achievement as one of 
the major means of achieving high occupational status, of 
class stability among the middle class, and of achieving 
upward inter-generational mobility from the working class. 

If education is important to social class outcomes, do people 
have equal access to education, or can inequality of access 
be seen? The analysis will show whether there is equal 
access to educational opportunity. The exercises will show 
the effect of class of origin on years in education, by 
gender. 

Variables Needed 

SEX 
CLASS 
EDLAGE 
education 
PACLASS 
MEDLAGE 
PEDLAGE 
HIGHQUAL 

Sex of respondent 
Occupational Class at 23 years 
Age in years left continuous full-time 

Father's Occupational Class in 1974 or 1969 
Age mother left full-time education 
Age father left full-time education 
Highest educational qualification at 23 years 

Suqqested Analysis 

Exercise 5.1: 

The exercise examines the association between class of origin 
and age of leaving full-time continuous education. Do all 
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children have equal opportunities in education or does class 
of origin affect educational level? 

RECODE PACLASS (1,2,3=1) (4,5,6=2) / 
EDLAGE (15 THRU 17=1) (18 THRU HI=2)/ 

VALUE LABELS PACLASS 1 'NON-MANUAL' 2 'MANUAL'/ 
EDLAGE 1 'UNDER 18' 2 '18 OR OVER'/ 

CROSSTABS EDLAGE BY PACLASS 
OPTIONS 4 

Exercise 5.2: 

Inter-generational comparisons can show the respondent's age 
at leaving education in relation to that of his/her parents, 
to show family orientations towards educational achievement. 
Staying on at school after the minimum school leaving age may 
be associated with the parents' own educational backgrounds, 
as well as with their occupational class. 

Compare the age at which the respondent left full-time 
education with that of the father and mother. Is there 
variation within class of origin, according to the family's 
history of education? 

First recode EDLAGE into two categories. Then examine the 
relationship between the respondent's educational level and 
that of the parent, thus: 

CROSSTABS EDLAGE BY PEDLAGE/ 
EDLAGE BY MEDLAGE/ 

OPTIONS 4 

What gender differences occur? For example, does a father's 
education affect a son's education more'than that of a , 
daughter, while a mother's education may seem to affect that 
of her daughter? Do the crosstabulation again, first for 
sons and then for daughters, by selecting for SEX. 

Exercise 5.3: 

What is the association between educational achievement and 
occupational class? Cross-tabulate Current Occupational 
Class by Highest Educational Qualification controlling for 
gender. 
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First, recode HIGHQUAL into three categories 1) No 
qualifications, 2) Up to 5 '0' Levels, 3) Higher 
qualifications. Look at the original category labels in the 
CODEBOOK when deciding how to do this. 

RECODE HIGHQUAL ( =1) ( =2) ( =3)/ 
VALUE LABELS HIGHQUAL 1 'NO QUAL' 2 '5 0 LEVELS OR 

LESS' 
3 'HIGHER QUALS'/ 

CROSSTABS CLASS BY HIGHQUAL BY SEX 
OPTIONS 4 

Exercise 5.4: 

To what extent can educational qualifications overcome the 
effect of class of origin on current occupational class? Do 
the following exercise first for men and then for women. 
First recode HIGHQUAL as before, then 

SELECT IF (SEX EQ 1) 
RECODE PACLASS (1,2,3=1) (4,5,6=2)/ 
CROSSTABS CLASS BY PACLASS BY HIGHQUAL 
OPTIONS 4 

Then repeat, substituting 

SELECT IF (SEX EQ 2) 

Exercise 5.5: 

Does educational achievement help women to enter the higher 
occupational classes to the same extent as it helps men? Or 
are women in lower occupational classes than men even when 
educational level is controlled for? 

First, recode HIGHQUAL as before. Then recode CLASS into 
three groups. This will allow simpler gender comparisons. 

RECODE CLASS (1,2=1) (3,4=2) (5,6=3) 
CROSSTABS CLASS BY SEX BY HIGHQUAL 
OPTIONS 4 
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6. INTER-GENERATIONAL MOBILITY 

The study of inter-generational mobility can indicate the 
fluidity of the class structure and its openness to new 
members from each generation. The study is made difficult, 
however, because of the problems associated with comparing, 
for example, the occupational class of, a son with that of 
his father. The point at which the measurement of class is 
chosen for each may reflect their different ages, different 
points in their work careers, and the changing occupational 
class structure. The question arises whether the researcher 
is measuring social mobility, occupational class mobility or 
the historical changes in the class structure. As far as the 
latter is concerned, the principal change has been in the 
decrease in manual workers, with the decline in manufacturing 
industry over the last twenty years, and the increase in 
non-manual work in the service industries. The last few 
decades have also seen an increase in the numbers of women 
returning to the labour market, often on a part-time basis, 
after having children. The increased participation of women 
in the labour market has changed the overall occupational 
structure. For all these reasons, the increase in the 
numbers of non-manual workers on a structural level should 
not be confused with upward inter-generational mobility 
within families. 

This section will show the extent to which class is 
"inherited", generally indirectly through access to or lack 
of advantages in education and other class related resources. 

Re •• arch Questions 

The following exercises examine INTER-generational social 
mobility: occupational class by father's class by gender, 
using a revised class schema to aliow gender comparisons. As 
was seen earlier, it is not appropriate to dichotomise 
occupational classes into non-manual and manual in the case 
of women. An expedient which allows re coding into fewer 
categories, and which can be applied to both men and women, 
is to group into higher, intermediate and lower classes. 

The exercises show how the class structure is maintained, so 
that children tend to be in the same occupational class as 
their parents. The NCDS data suggests, though, that the 
transmission of class from parent to child is a complicated 
process. These exercises and the next section, on 
INTRA-generational mobility, show the extent to which both 
are often needed.to ensure the stability of the middle class. 
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The exercises can also tell us something about the nature of 
the class structure. They will indicate its fluidity, by 
showing the extent of upward and downward mobility. In 
addition, though, they will also help us test hypotheses 
about whether or not occupational classes should be seen as a 
continuous scale ranging from low to high classes. Do the 
upwardly mobile move through the intermediate classes to the 
higher classes? Or do you find that manual and non-manual 
classes each are formed of separate hierarchies? 

Variabl.. N •• ded 

SEX Sex of respondent 
CLASS Occupational Class at 23 years 
CLASS1 Occupational Class in first job 
PACLASS Father's Occupational Class in 1974 or 1969 
MACLS58 Mother's Occupational Class in 1958 
MACLS74 Mother's Occupational Class in 1974 
PGFCLASS Paternal Grandfather's Occupational Class 
MGFCLASS Maternal Grandfather's Occupational Class 

Suggested Analysis 

Exercise 6.1: 

Do women "inherit" their father's class to the same extent as 
men? Are there actual gender differences in 
inter-generational mobility or are apparent differences the 
result of the difficulty of comparing women's occupational 
class with that of their fathers? This exercise compares the 
inter-generational mobility of men and women at 23 years, by 
cross-tabulating Occupational Class by father's class by 
gender. Selection of Option 16 will obtain standardised 
residuals (see Exercise 3.2). 

CROSS TABS CLASS BY PACLASS BY SEX 
OPTIONS 4 16 

A model of no association would show that all have equal 
chances of entering the higher occuptionsl classes. Analysis 
of the standardised residuals will show how well the "no 
association model" fits. 

Exercise 6.2: Mobility across three generations 

Inter-generational mobility across three generations can also 
be examined. The class route from grandfathers (both 
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paternal and maternal) to parents to the respondent can be 
examined, though it will be necessary to take into account 
the changes in the occupational structure that have taken 
place over time. In other words, time trend effects will 
confuse the picture of inter-generational mobility. 

How much inter-generational class stability and mobility is 
there across three generations? Which classes are the most 
stable? It will be best to restrict this analysis to men, 

___ though you could repeat the exercise for women later. 

SELECT IF (SEX EO 1) 
RECODE CLASS PACLASS PGFCLASS (1,2,3=1) (4,5,6=2) 
VALUE LABELS CLASS PACLASS PGFCLASS 1 ' NON-MANUAL' 

2 'MANUAL'/ 
CROSSTABS CLASS BY PACLASS BY PGFCLASS 
OPTIONS 4 16 

Since these exercises will be difficult to interpret from 
conventional tables, a more graphic representation of the 
data is suggested. "Progress charts" on the following lines 
can be drawn from the information contained in the 
cross-tabulations. 

Table 6.2: Basis for Progress Chart 

GRANDFATHERS 
CLASS 

% 

NON-MANUAL 
NON
MANUAL 

100 

FATHER'S 
CLASS 

% 

100 

RESPONDENT'S 
CLASS 

% 

MANUAL 

100 

The movement from class of origin of the children of manual 
worker fathers can then be depicted in the same way. 
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The extent of social mobility between generations will be 
clearly seen if the findings from the following exercises are 
formulated in this way. The format can also be adapted for 
the next section on intra-generational mobility. 

Exercise 6.3: 

Is mother's occupational class an important factor in 
inter-generational class stability? Crosstabulation of 
occupational class by mother's class at start of pregnancy 
(MACLS58) and in 1974 (MACLS74) will show the difficulty of 
measuring occupational class for women, particularly since 
the nature of ,women's work and participation in the labour 
market has changed over time. 

What are the difficulties about doing an analysis similar to 
that in Exercise 6.1 among women, comparing their own 
occupational class with that of their mothers? Many mothers 
will not have been employed at the start of their pregnancy, 
or in 1974, and the analysis will therefore show many missing 
values for mother's occupational class. One way of dealing 
with these is to incorporate them into the table - if you 
wish to do this, include OPTION 7 in your SPSS-X program. 

SELECT IF (SEX EQ 2) 
RECODE MACLS74 MACLS58 (1,2=1) (3,4=2) (5,6=3)/ 
VALUE LABELS MACLS74 MACLS58 1 'HIGHER' 

2 'INTERMEDIATE' 
3 'LOWER'/ 

CROSSTABS CLASS by MACLS74/ CLASS BY MACLS58/ 
OPTIONS 4 7 

Consider the difficulties of comparing a daughter without 
children, with their mother who has by definition had 
children. What is an analysis likely to show - try it and 
see. 

Consider also the changing nature of women's employment over 
the last few decades. Is a comparison of the daughter's 
occupational class with that of her mother's occupational 
class in 1958 valid, or will historical trends make results 
difficult to interpret? 
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7. INTRA-GENERATIONAL MOBILITY 

Intra-generational mobility refers to the extent to which 
individiduals can improve their class positions during their 
life time, through work careers. An examination of the 
structure of the class system therefore needs to see how open 
the structure is to this kind of class movement. Again, the 
changing occupational class structure over time needs to be 
taken into account when doing these exercises, so that 
intragenerational mobility is not confused with structural 
change. 

These exercises examine the work-route to upward mobility of 
the working class, and the "counter-mobility" of the middle 
class. Counter-mobility (Goldthorpe, 1980) is the phenomenon 
whereby many of the less educationally successful sons and 
daughters of middle class parents manage to regain their 
class of origin through work routes, after initial downward 
mobility (inter-generationally) on entry into the labour 
market. Unless class of origin is controlled for, the 
counter-mobile are therefore likely to be confused with the 
upwardly mobile working class, and the openness of the class 
structure might thus be over-estimated. Counter mobility is 
not so much upward mobility (reflecting openness) as class 
reproduction (Jones, 1987b). 

Measurement of the extent to which people are 
intra-generationally mobile gives an indication of the 
chances of improving one's class position through work as 
well as, or instead of, through education. 

Research Questions 

To what extent can occupational class change through 
work-life or intra-generational mobility? Is social mobility 
achievable through work routes as well as educational ones, 
especially for those with low educational achievements? In 
other words are work routes to upward mobility equally 
available to all those who are not educationally successful, 
regardless of class of origin? 

Variables Needed: 

SEX 
CHILDREN 
YCLASS 

CLASS 
CLASS1 

Sex of respondent 
Number of respondent's children 
"Youth Class" - a longitudinal class measure 
(see notes) 
Occupational Class at 23 years 
Occupational Class in first job 
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PACLASS 
PACLS74 
PACLS69 
PACLS65 
PACLS58 
MACLS74 
MACLS58 
1958 
SAMEMAPA 
FETRAP 

Father's Occup Class in 1974 or 1969 
Father's Occup Class in 1974 
Father's Occup Class in 1969 
Father's Occup Class in 1965 
Father's Occup Class in 1958 

Mothers occupational class in 1974 
Mother's occupational class at pregnancy in 

With own parents in 1965, 1969 and 1974 
Further education, Training or Apprenticeship 

Sugg •• ted Analysis 

Exercise 7.1: 

This first exercise examines the irttra-generational mobility 
among the cohort members between their first job and their 
current job. Since having children is likely to affect the 
mobility of women, as Exercise 4.3 showed, it is advisable to 
restrict the analysis to respondents without children. 

Simple analysis of respondent's class in first job and 
current class will reveal the extent to which young people 
are downwardly mobile on entry into the labour market, but 
make up ground through occupational careers. 

SELECT IF (CHILDREN EQ 0) 
CROSSTABS CLASS BY CLASS1 BY SEX 
OPTIONS 4 

Do men and women have equal rates of upward mobility through 
work? 
Examine the gender differences in upward mobility within 
different classes. Examine also intra-gender differences: 
who are the upwardly mobile through work? 

Exercise 7.2: 

Is there a link between inter-generational mobility and 
intra-generational mobility. The second may sometimes be 
needed in addition to the first as a means of class 
continuation. The relationship between inter-generational 
and intra-generational mobility can be identified in the 
"counter-mobility" of some of the middle class. 
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SELECT IF (SEX EO 1) 
RECODE CLASS CLASS1 PACLASS (1,2,3=1) (4,5,6=2) 
VALUE LABELS CLASS CLASS1 PACLASS 1 'NON-MANUAL' 

2 'MANUAL' 
CROSSTABS CLASS BY CLASS1 BY PACLASS 
OPTIONS 4 

Then do the same for women: 

SELECT IF (SEX EO 2) 

From the data in the resulting tables, draw charts (one for 
men and one for women) showing the trajectory from class of 
origin to current occupational class (this can be a variation 
of the table illustrated for Exercise 6.2 with columns for 
Father's Class, Class in First Job, and Class in Current 
Job). You can measure downward mobility from father's class 
to first occupational class and then see the extent to which 
later intra-generational mobility can make up for any initial 
downward inter-generational mobility. 

Since the exercise, for the sake of simplicity involves 
dichotomised occupational class for women along 
manual/non-manual lines, results for women will not be as 
clear as those for men. In particular, women will appear to 
be more often upwardly mobile inter-generationally. You may 
wish to consider different ways of measuring and 
dichotomising women's occupational class. For example, 
income could be taken into consideration as a means of 
dividing women in non-manual work, so that poorly paid 
non-manual workers are classed with women in manual work. 

Exercise 7.3: 

The following analysis will make use of a longitudinal class 
variable, which categorises young people according to their 
class trajectories from class of origin, through their age at 
leaving continuous full-time education, to their occupational 
class in their first job, and finally their current 
educational class. Those who have been socially mobile both 
inter-generationally and intra-generationally can thus be 
identified (Jones, 1987b). 

The "Youth 
trajectory 
completed. 
categories: 

Class" variable was derived from a class 
chart similar to the one you may have just 
It classifies people according to the following 
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1 Stable ~ddle CIa •• 
comprising those of middle class backgrounds who appear to 
move directly into non-manual work (~eflecting the effect of 
class origins and education); 

2 Education-Mobile Working CIa •• 
those of working class backgrounds who achieve upward 
mobility into non-manual work through full-time education; 

3 Counter-Mobile ~ddle CIa •• 
those of middle class backgrounds who enter manual work (or, 
in the case of women, low-grade non-manual work), and later 
retrieve their class positions through work mobility, or a 
combination of work and education routes; 

4 Work-Route Workinq CIa •• 
those from working class families who achieve upward 
mobility, through work rather than education routes; 

5 Downwardly-Mobile Middle CIa •• 
middle class early education-leavers who enter manual work, 
some of whom will become counter-mobile in time, while some 
will remain downwardly mobile; 

6 Stable Workinq CIa •• 
those from working class backgrounds who are early school 
leavers, move into manual work and are unlikely to be 
upwardly mobile. 

The work route to upward mobility of the working class, or 
"counter-mobility" of the middle class could be identified in 
the last exercise. How is mobility through work route 
achieved? Some of the work-related routes to upward 
intra-generational mobility (further education, 
apprenticeship, and training since leaving school) can now be 
examined with the variable FETRAP. Can they be seen as 
routes to upward mobility, and if so, is access to them 
shared? Who does what? 

CROSSTABS FETRAP BY YCLASS BY SEX 
OPTIONS 4 

Exercise 7.4: 

The NCDS contains information about parents as well as about 
the cohort themselves, so it is possible'to extend the 
analysis of intra-generational mobility by examining how the 
class career of the respondents' fathers have developed over 
time. The occupational class mobility of the respondent's 
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father over a period of 16 years could be examined, using his 
occupational class in 1958, 1965, 1969 and 1974. 
Intra-generational mobility can thus be examined at four 
points in the father's life course. 

The following exercise examines intra-generational mobility 
of fathers over 8 years, between 1965 and 1974. Fathers are 
likely to be at their most occupationally stable during the 
family building years in their lives, and this is why most 
studies of social mobility study men between 25 and 50 years 
of age. The analysis will show the extent to which upward 
mobility through work careers occurred for the fathers of the 
NCDS cohort. 

It is important first to ensure that the father figure has 
not changed over time, and that for each respondent, the same 
father is being referred to in the data. The variable 
SAMEMAPA is therefore needed here, so that we can be sure we 
are reconstructing the class careers of the same father 
throughout. 

SELECT IF (SAMEMAPA EQ 1) 
RECODE PACLS74 PACLS69 PACLS65 (1,2,3=1) (4,5,6=2) 
VALUE LABELS PACLS74 PACLS69 PACLS65 1 'NON-MANUAL' 

2 '~UAL' 
CROSSTABS PACLS74 BY PACLS69 BY PACLS65 
OPTIONS 4 

8. SOOSING 

Housing tenure is sometimes used in sociology research as an 
indicator of social class. It has also been considered as a 
dimension of stratification in itself (the notion of "housing 
class"). Both approaches are problematic. In the following 
exercises, we shall be looking at housing as an outcome of 
social stratification rather than as a dimension of it, and 
will see the effect of a further variable, marital status, on 
housing outcomes. 

Just as the labour market and the industrial structure have 
affected occupational class distributions over time, so the 
changing housing market has affected housing tenure. The 
post-war period saw an increase in public sector rented 
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housing, particularly in the 1950s and 1960s. Overlapping 
with this trend has been a decrease in the amount of private 
rented housing available. The three tier structure of 
home-ownership, private rented tenancy and council tenancy 
has largely given way to a two tier structure which omits the 
private rented sector. In recent years, government policies 
of encouraging the public to buy property and councils to 
sell their housing stock, is leading to a housing market 
which provides ever more limited choice. 

Research Questions 

The notion of housing class can be examined, as well as the 
relationship between housing tenure and occupational class. 
The exercises will provide arguments for and against using 
tenure instead of occupational class as a measure of 
inequality. 

The idea of "housing careers", equivalent to "class careers" 
can be assessed, but the difficulty of identifying a housing 
career in the context of overall changes in the housing 
market should be considered. 

Perhaps the most important issue here is the extent to which 
tenure has become less associated with class over time, as 
more of the working class become home owners. 

Variables Needed: 

HOH Relation to Head of Household 
TENURE Current tenure 

TENURE1 First tenure on first leaving home 
PTEN74 Parents' tenure in 1974 
PTEN69 Parents' tenure in 1969 
PTEN65 Parents' tenurein1965 
MARITAL Marital Status 
CLASS Occupational Class at 23 years 
PACLS65 Fathers' occupational class in 1965 
PACLS69 Fathers' occupational class in 1965 
PACLS74 Fathers' occupational class in 1974 
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Suggested Analysis 

Exercise 8.1: 

This exercise examines the housing careers of the family of 
origin and will show both the housing careers of the parents, 
and housing trends. The results will show the difficulty of 
separating age and housing trend effects. 

First, recode the tenure variables into the following 
categories: 
1) Owned 2) Rented. 

RECODE PTEN65 PTEN69 PTEN74 ( =1) ( =2) 
VALUE LABELS PTEN65 PTEN69 PTEN74 

1 'OWNED' 2 'RENTED' 
CROSSTABS PTEN74 BY PTEN69 BY PTEN65 
OPTIONS 4 

The easiest way to examine the housing careers of parents 
from 1965 to 1974 will be to draw career paths in the same 
way as class trajectories. How have housing trends changed 
over the years? 

Exercise 8.2: 

Try an analysis by PACLASS too, to see to what extent 
homeownership has increased among the working class over 
time. You can either re-do the above analysis controlling 
for PACLASS, or relate tenure to occupational class at the 
time, as follows: 

First, you may wish to recode tenure into three categories, 
homeownership, private rented and public rented, so that you 
will see not only the increase in ownership, but also the 
decrease in the private rented sector over time. 

RECODE PTEN65 PTEN69 PTEN74 ( =1) ( =2) ( =3)/ 
PACLS65 PACLS69 PACLS74 (1,2,3=1) (4,5,6=2)/ 

VALUE LABELS PTEN65 PTEN69 PTEN74 
1 'OWNED' 2 'PRIVATE RENT' 3 'PUBLIC RENT'/ 
PACLS65 PACLS69 PACLS74 
1 'NON-MANUAL' 2 'MANUAL'/ 

CROSSTABS PTEN65 BY PACLS65/ 
PTEN69 BY PACLS69/ 
PTEN74 BY PACLS74/ 

OPTIONS 4 
STATISTICS 1 2 
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This exercise will show the changing relationship between 
tenure and occupational class over time. 
Exercise 8.3: 

Gender and class differences in tenure are reduced in young 
adulthood because of the patterns whereby the working class 
and women of all classes are likely to marry earlier than 
middle class men (Jones, 1987). In young adulthood, women 
are more likely than men to be home owners, and similarly the 
class differentials are small. 

Among the NCDS cohort, some have moved away from their 
parents and are householders in their own right. Their 
tenure is more likely to be associated with their current 
occupational class than in the case of young people living in 
their parent's home. Analyse their tenure in their homes at 
23 years. 

RECODE HOH (2,3=1) 
SELECT IF (HOH EO 1) 
CROSSTABS TENURE BY SEX/ 

TENURE by CLASS/ 
OPTIONS 4 

Exercise 8.4: 

To what extent, then, is homeownership in young adulthood 
associated with marital status rather than occupational 
class? The exercise shows differences according to the 
marital circumstances of members of the NCDS cohort. The 
importance of marital circumstances as an independent 
variable in housing analysis, especially among this age 
group, is brought to light, while the use of tenure as an 
indicator of inequality in youth is questioned. 

RECODE HOH (2,3=1) 
SELECT IF (HOH EO 1) 
RECODE TENURE ( =1) ( =2)/ 

CLASS (1,2,3=1) (4,5,6=2) / 
VALUE LABELS TENURE 1 'OWNED' 2 'RENTED'/ 

CLASS 1 'NON-MANUAL' 2 'MANUAL' 
CROSSTABS TENURE BY CLASS BY MARITAL BY SEX 

Exercise 8.3: 

Does housing tenure follow inter-generational patterns in the 
same way as occupational class? The following exerice is 
restricted to those in the cohort who have been married, and 
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compares their marital housing circumstances with the 
parental homes they have left. 

SELECT IF (MARITAL EQ 2) 
RECODE TENURE PTEN74 ( =1) ( =2)/ 
VALUE LABELS TENURE PTEN74 1 'OWNED' 2 'RENTED'/ 
CROSSTABS TENURE BY PTEN74 
OPTIONS 4 

Exercise 8.4: 

Finally, in this analysis of housing circumstances and 
trends, we will examine housing "careers" to date of the 
cohort, among those who are householders, rather than living 
with parents or other relatives. 

RECODE HOH (3,2=1) 
SELECT IF (HOH EQ 1) 
RECODE TENURE ( =1) ( =2)/ 
VALUE LABELS TENURE 1 'OWNED' 2 'RENTED'/ 
CROSS TABS TENURE BY TENURE1 
OPTIONS 4 

Is there any evidence of a progression to "better" 
accommodation in the early housing careers of the NCDS 
cohort? 

9 CLASS IDENTIFICATION 

The subjective area of class identification cannot easily be 
examined with survey data. Nevertheless it is important to 
see to what extent social relationships may be associated 
with class. The NCDS allows examination of two outcomes of 
class, which give some indication at least of class 
identification. These are voting behaviour and trade union 
membership. 

Research Questions 

The question, then, is to what extent does occupational class 
affect voting and trade union membership? Can the notion of 
class trajectory, operationalised in the variable YCLASS, be 
seen as a more effective indicator of class identification? 
What are the gender differences? 
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Variable. N •• ded 

SEX 
CLASS 
YCLASS 
VOTING 
TRADEUN 

Sex of Respondent 
Occupational Class at 23 yearS 
Respondent's Class Trajectory 
How voted in 1979 General Election 
Trade Union or Staff Association member 

Suqqe.ted Analy ••• 

Exercise 9.1: Voting Behaviour 

To what extent is Labour party voting associated with 
occupational class? Is the voting behaviour of women as 
closely associated with their occupational class as that of 
men? 

Two indicators of class are compared here; current 
occupational class, and a longitudinal measure of class 
describing the class trajectory. Since the General Election 
took place in 1979 and the Current Occupational Class is 
measured in 1981, then a longitudinal measure of class may 
reflect with greater accuracy the respondent's class position 
in 1979. You may wish to recode variables at the start of 
the exercise. 

CROSSTABS VOTING BY CLASS BY SEX/ 
VOTING BY YCLASS BY SEX/ 

OPTIONS 4 

Exercise 9.2: Trade Union Membership 

The NCDS Respondents were asked in 1981 whether they had ever 
been members of a Trade Union or Staff" Association. To what 
extent is membership likely to be associated with class, 
measured either at 23 years or longitudinally. What are the 
gender differences? 

Again, you may wish to recode variables at the start of the 
exercise. 

CROSSTABS TRADEUN BY CLASS BY SEX/ 
TRADEUN BY YCLASS BY SEX/ 

OPTIONS 4 
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11 A NOTE ON SPSS-X 

The standard data set is supplied as an SPSS-X Version 2.2 
system file with labels attached to each variable. 

Each exercise contains clear SPSS-X instructions. In 
addition, students will need to know how to access the system 
file on their institution's computer system. This will 
probably involve adding FILE HANDLE and GET FILE commands to 
the instructions given. 

If different or more complex analyses are required, it is 
recommended that the student reads the SPSS-X Manual. The 
exercises suggested in the text use only the simplest 
computing techniques. These are briefly explained below in 
relation to the SPSS-X instructions needed for Exercise 

Example SPSS-S File 

SELECT IF (CHILDREN EQ 0) 
RECODE EARNINGS ( THRU =1) ( THRU =2)/ 

WORKHRS (1 THRU 29=1) (30 THRU HI=2)/ 
VALUE LABELS EARNINGS l' '2' '/ 

WORKHRS 1 'PART-TIME' 2 'FULL-TIME'/ 
CROSSTABS EARNINGS BY SEX BY WORKHRS 
OPTIONS 4 
STATISTICS 1 2 

SELECT IF - This optional instruction allows you to select a 
subset of cases. In the example, only respondents without 
children were selected. "EQ" (equal to) is a logical 
operator. Other logical operators, such as "NE" (not equal 
to) can be used in the same way. 

RECOOE - Variables can be recoded into fewer categories than 
are held in the full data, for clearer analysis. Any number 
of variables can be re coded as above, but where a string of 
variables are recoded differently, a backs lash "/" is needed 
in the SPSS-X instructions. If two or more variables are to 
be re coded in the same way (in some Exercises, CLASS and 
PACLASS for example) the variables to be re coded can be 
listed together, with a space between each variable, and 
followed with the recode specification: 

e.g. RECODE CLASS PACLASS (1,2,3=1) (4,5,6=2) 

Continuations to the RECODE line can start anywhere except in 
Column 1 on the screen. 
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VALCB ~LS - These are optional, and for human benefit 
only. The data set already contains value labels for each 
variable. However, you may like to revise the value labels 
of variables you have re coded (EARNINGS and WORKHRS in the 
example), so that tables can be more easily read. 

CROSSTABS - The CROSSTABS instruction is followed by the 
Dependent Variables, then the Independent Variable(s). Where 
several crosstabulations are needed, each is followed by a 
backsl~sh "I", so that SPSS-X can identify the end of the 
instruction. In the example, EARNINGS is the Dependent 
Variable. 

OPTIONS - The SPSS-X Manual gives all the Options available. 
Only three are used here: Option 4 causes the column 
percentages to be produced in tables; Option 16 produces 
Standardised Residuals from a model of no association; Option 
7 causes Missing Values to be included in the Tabulation. 

STATISTICS - Many statistics are available. Try adding 

STATISTICS ALL 

to the end of one of the exercises. The most useful 
statistics, which you may wish to obtain for several of the 
exercises are numbers 1 CHI-SQUARED and 2 PHI for 2 by 2 
Tables and CRAMER'S V for larger tables. See Norusis (1983) 
for further information. 
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12 ALPHABETICAL LIST OF VARIABLI!S 

Variable names and Labels are given with a brief explanation 
and their position in the Codebook. 

CHILDREN (30) Whether Has Children 

CLASS 

CLASS1 

Whether respondent has children at 23 years 

(3) Occupational Class at 23 years 
Occupational Class of respondent in current or 
last job at 23 years 

(2) Occupational Class in first job 
Occupational Class of respondent in first job. 
This could be the same as the current job 
where the respondent has only had one job 

EARNINGS (13) Respondent's Hourly Income 

EDLAGE 

Gross hourly income in current or last job 

(16) Age in years left F-T cont education 
Age respondent left full-time continuous 
education. 

EMPSTAT (15) Employment Status 

FETRAP (20) Further education, training or apprenticeship 
Whether respondent received post-school further 
education, training or apprenticeship 

HIGHQUAL (19) Highest educ qualification at 23 

HOH (26) 

MACLS58 (9) 

MACLS74 (10) 

Highest educational qualification of respondent 
by 23 years 

Relationship to HOH 
Relationship of respondent to head of household 

Mother's occupational class in 1958 
Mother's occupational class at start of 
pregnancy in 1958 

Mother's Occupational Class in 1974 

MARITAL (29) Marital Status 
Marital status of respondent at 23 years 

MEDLAGE (18) Age mother left full-time education 
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MGFCLASS (11) MGF's Occupational Class 

PACLASS 

PACLS58 

PACLS65 

PACLS69 

PACLS74 

Maternal Grandfather's occupational class when 
mother left school 

(4) Father's Occupational Class 1974 or 1969 
Father's occupational class in 1974, or earlier 
if 1974 data missing 

(5) Fathers' occupational class in 1958 

(6) Fathers' occupational class in 1965 

(7) Fathers' occupational class in 1965 

(8) Fathers' occupational class in 1974 

PEDLAGE (17) Age father left full-time education 

PGFCLASS (12) PGF's Occupational Class 

PTEN65 

PTEN69 

PTEN74 

Paternal Grandfather's Occupational Class when 
father left school 

(23) Parents' tenure in 1965 

(24) Parents' tenure in 1969 

(25) Parents' tenure in 1974 

SAMEMAPA (28) With own parents in 1965, 1969 and 1974 
Whether respondent has been with the same 
parents at each Sweep of the NCDS 

SEX (27) Sex of Respondent 

TENURE (21) Current tenure 
Current tenure of respondent. Where the 
respondent is living with family or friends, 
this variable refers to the tenure of the Head 
of Household 

TENURE 1 (22) First tenure on first leaving home 
First tenure of respondent after leaving the 
parental home 

TRADE UN (32) Trade Union or Staff Association member 
Is the respondent a member of a trade union or, 
staff association? 
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VOTING (31) How voted in 1979 General Election 

WORKHRS (14) Hours of Work 
Hours of work in current job 

YCLASS (1) "Youth Class" - a longitudinal class measure. 
See notes in text. 
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TENURE 1 FIRST TENURE ON FIRST LEA VING HOME 
VALID CUM 

VALUE LABEL VALUE FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT 

OWNER OCCUPIED 1. 00 359 18.0 24.7 24.7 
COUNCIL RENTED 2.00 111 5.6 7.6 32.4 
HOUSING CHARITY 3.00 27 1.4 1.9 34.2 
PRIVATE RENTED 4.00 211 10.6 14.5 48.8 
SHARE WITH KIN 5.00 134 6.7 9.2 58.0 
SHARE WITH OTHERS 6.00 163 8.1 11.2 69.2 
OTHER 7.00 447 22.4 30.8 100.0 

-9.00 548 27.4 MISSING 
------- ------- -------

TOTAL 2000 100.0 100.0 

VALID CASES 1452 MISSING CASES 548 

PTEN65 PARENTS' TENURE IN 65 
VALID CUM 

VALUE LABEL VALUE FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT 

OWNER OCCUPIED 1. 00 753 37.7 44.0 44.0 
COUNCIL RENTED 2.00 688 34.4 40.2 84.2 
PRIVATE RENTED 3.00 184 9.2 10.8 95.0 
OTHER 4.00 86 4.3 5.0 100.0 

-9.00 289 14.5 MISSING 
------- ------- -------

TOTAL 2000 100.0 100.0 

VALID CASES 1711 MISSING CASES 289 

PTEN" PARENTS' TENURE IN 69 
VALID CUM 

VALUE LABEL VALUE FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT 

OWNER OCCUPIED 1.00 824 41.2 48.5 48.5 
COUNCIL RENTED 2.00 701 35.1 41.3 89.8 
PRIVATE RENTED 3.00 103 5.2 6.1 95.8 
OTHER 4.00 71 3.6 4.2 100.0 

-9.00 301 15.1 MISSING 
------- ------- -------

TOTAL 2000 100.0 100.0 

VALID CASES 1699 MISSING CASES 301 
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IDGHQUAL IDGHEST EDUCATIONAL QUAL AT 13 

VALID CUM 
VALUE LABEL VALUE FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT 

DEGREE 1. 00 225 11.3 11. 3 11.3 
OTHER HIGHER QUALIFI 2.00 185 9.3 9.3 20.5 
5 0 LEVELS TO 2 A L. 3.00 582 29.1 29.1 49.6 
LESS THAN 5 0 LEVELS 4.00 478 23.9 23.9 73.5 
NO QUALIFICATIONS 5.00 530 26.5 26.5 100.0 

------- ------- -------
TOTAL 2000 100.0 100.0 

VALID CASES 2000 MISSING CASES 0 

FETRAP FURTHER EDUCATION OR TRAINING 

VALID CUM 
VALUE LABEL VALUE FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT 

NO EDUC-TRAING-APP 0.0 579 29.0 29.0 29.0 
JUST APPRENTICE 1. 00 282 14.1 14.1 43.1 
APPRENTICE + TRAING 2.00 62 3.1 3.1 46.2 
APPRENTICE + EDUC 3.00 59 3.0 3.0 49.1 
APPRENT + TRNG + EDU 4.00 15 .8 .8 49.8 
JUST TRAINING 5.00 313 15.7 15.7 65.5 
TRAINING + EDUC 6.00 202 10.1 10.1 75.6 
JUST EDUCATION 7.00 488 24.4 24.4 100.0 

------- ------- -------
TOTAL 2000 100.0 100.0 

VALID CASES 2000 MISSING CASES 0 

TENURE CURRENT TENURE 
VALID CUM 

VALUE LABEL VALUE FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT 

OWNER OCCUPIED 1. 00 602 30.1 31.1 31.1 
COUNCIL RENTED 2.00 244 12.2 12.6 43.7 
HOUSING CHARITY 3.00 43 2.2 2.2 45.9 
PRIVATE RENTED 4.00 192 9.6 9.9 55.8 
SHARE WITH KIN 5.00 730 36.5 37.7 93.5 
SHARE WITH OTHERS 6.00 42 2.1 2.2 95.7 
OTHER 7.00 84 4.2 4.3 100.0 

-9.00 63 3.2 MISSING 
------- ------- -------

TOTAL 2000 100.0 100.0 

VALID CASES 1937 MISSING CASES 63 
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EDLAGE AGE LEFI' FT CONT EDUC 

VALID CUM 
VALUE LABEL VALUE FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT 

15.00 28 1.4 1.4 1.4 
16.00 1222 61.1 61.2 62.6 
17.00 203 10.2 10.2 72.8 
18.00 245 12.3 12.3 85.0 
19.00 47 2.4 2.4 87.4 
20.00 22 1.1 1.1 88.5 
21.00 110 5.5 5.5 94.0 
22.00 83 4.2 4.2 98.1 
23.00 37 1.9 1.9 100.0 
-9.00 3 .2 MISSING 

------- ------- -------
TOTAL 2000 100.0 100.0 

VALID CASES 1997 MISSING CASES 3 

PEDLAGE AGE FATHER LEFT FT EDUCATION 

VALID CUM 
VALUE LABEL VALUE FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT 

15 YEARS & UNDER 1. 00 842 42.1 58.5 58.5 
OVER 15 YEARS 2.00 598 29.9 41.5 100.0 

-9.00 560 28.0 MISSING 
------- ------- -------

TOTAL 2000 100.0 100.0 

VALID CASES 1440 MISSING CASES 560 

MEDLAGE AGE MOmER LEFT FT EDUCA nON 

VALID CUM 
VALUE LABEL VALUE FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT 

15 YEARS & UNDER 1. 00 718 35.9 49.2 49.2 
OVER 15 YEARS 2.00 740 37.0 50.8 100.0 

-9.00 542 27.1 MISSING 
------- ------- -------

TOTAL 2000 100.0 100.0 

VALID CASES 1458 MISSING CASES 542 


